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NATIONAL ASSEMBLY 
 

OFFICIAL REPORT 
 

Wednesday, 21st March 2018 

 

The House met at 9.30 a.m. 

 

[The Deputy Speaker  

(Hon. Cheboi) in the Chair] 

 

PRAYERS 

 

QUORUM 

 

 Hon. Deputy Speaker: Order! Hon. Members, at face value, we do not have the required 

quorum. I order the Quorum Bell to be rung. 

 

(Quorum Bell was rung) 

 

You can now take your seats. We have the required quorum. Therefore, let us begin business. 

 Out of curiosity, I find the left side of the Speaker very busy today. I also find it curious 

that Hon. Seroney is seated in the Front Bench. He has completely assumed the right role.   

Hon. Omar Maalim, proceed.  

 

PROVISION OF INCENTIVES TO POLICE OFFICERS WORKING IN NORTHERN KENYA 

 

Hon. Hassan Omar: Hon. Speaker, I beg to move the following Motion: 

THAT, acknowledging that the Kenya Police play a very important role in 

providing assistance to the public when in need, maintenance of law and order, 

preservation of peace, protection of life and property, investigation of crimes, 

collection of criminal intelligence, prevention and reduction of crime, 

apprehension of offenders, enforcement of laws and regulations with which it is 

charged among other roles as provided for under Section 24 of the National Police 

Service Act; concerned that many police officers across the country, especially 

those working in northern Kenya and other high risk and hardship areas continue 

to work under very difficult environment characterised by among others, 

inadequate and inhabitable, deplorable and congested living quarters, insufficient 

tools for work and poor salaries and allowances; further concerned that the 

difficult working environment for the police officers has often led to frustration, 

demotivation and occupational stress among officers with many of them exiting 

the force in search of other jobs; this House urges the National Police Service 

Commission and the Salaries and Remuneration Commission to provide salary 
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incentives and adequate decent housing for police officers who are deployed to 

serve in northern Kenya and other hardship areas. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker, from the outset, I wish to state that the Kenya Police is one of the 

best trained professional forces in the world. However, the officers remain the worst remunerated 

and housed in worst conditions in the world. Over the years, the Kenya Government has 

proposed reforms, especially reforms that were initiated in 2011 which envisaged provision of 

adequate and decent housing, improved welfare and salaries for police officers. These policy 

documents have remained on paper. We know that currently, a constable earns below 

Kshs20,000. That is not a salary.  It is a joke. Police officers are human beings like other people. 

They have needs. They pay school fees for their children and feed their parents. Their salary 

cannot cater for their basic needs. If you walk into any police station in areas in northern Kenya 

or even in many parts of the country, you will see prison officers living in very deplorable 

housing units like corrugated iron sheet huts. This has led to serious stress among the officers. 

We have seen officers committing suicide or killing each other. This is as a result of the living 

conditions in those quarters. 

In northern Kenya, we have serious security issues because of terror groups. Officers are 

often deployed in the worst hardship situations. As a result of lack of incentives, the only option 

they have is to leave the force. Most recently, the National Police Service Commission (NPSC) 

came up with some purported reforms in order to motivate police officers. Those reforms are 

below par because an officer who was earning Kshs17,800 was recommended to earn 

Kshs18,760. As a result of this, I request that the NPSC and the SRC carry out an audit to 

ascertain the money that the Government has been setting aside to put up decent housing for 

police officers.  

Over the years, the police have been labelled the most corrupt arm of the Government in 

Kenya. We have complained, as members of the public over time. This is the result of an officer 

earning Kshs18,000 yet we expect him to be incorrupt and to serve this country diligently. That 

is not feasible. As a country, we have allowed corruption to thrive because we are not providing 

adequate working environment and right remuneration for police officers.  

The issue of academic and career progression has been abused. Most recently, graduates 

have joined the force. For the first 10 to 15 years, we have been having graduate engineers 

joining the police force because they want to serve their country. It is not because they could not 

get any other job, but academic levels and skills have not been a priority for people working in 

the police force. A fortnight ago, on 15th March 2018, a circular was issued by the NPSC stating 

that graduate officers and those who got disabled while serving should not be given special 

allowances. This is causing a lot of jitters in the police force. Doctors, teachers, and other 

professionals are seen picketing or going on strike just because of lack of fulfilment of their 

needs. Police officers or armed personnel are not allowed to picket, according to the 

Constitution.  They are not allowed to go on strike to agitate for their rights. It is only through 

this House that the rights of the officers, who are our brothers, sons, fathers, sisters and mothers, 

can be addressed. In progressive countries, they have progressive, happy and motivated police 

force. If Kenya is to realise Vision 2030, we must have a motivated police force. A motivated 

police force will lead to a secure nation. It is, therefore, my prayer that this House urges the 

NPSC and the SRC to take into account the problems that these officers face. If we are to 

progress as a nation, then we must remunerate the officers well, house them decently and provide 

the tools and logistical equipment that they require.  

I beg to move and request the Member for Turkana, Hon. Ali, to second.  
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Hon. Deputy Speaker: Did you say it is the Member of Parliament for Turkana East, 

Hon. Ali, to second?  

Hon. Members: (Off-record) 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Very good. Let us proceed, Hon. Ali. 

The Member for Turkana East (Hon. Mohammed Lokiru): Thank you Hon. Deputy 

Speaker for allowing me to second this Motion. First, I wish to thank the people of Turkana East 

for electing me to represent them in this House. 

I have been in the National Police Service Commission for 20 years before I joined this 

House. It is the people of Turkana East who thought it better for me to come here. They knew the 

suffering police officers are going through. My constituency is one of those which lose a lot of 

officers. When you hear of Kasarani where 29 officers were killed, it is in my constituency. 

When you hear of the Suguta Valley, where around 40 officers were killed, it is in my 

constituency. 

The NPSC recruits officers from the entire country.  It recruits from each constituency. 

When officers die in the line of duty, it is our constituents that usually cry. As politicians, we 

always rush to the burials and condemn the Inspector-General of Police (IG). What we have 

never done or realised is that it is not the IG who legislates. It is not the IG who allocates money 

to the NPSC. 

If you see how these officers are housed, it is bad. I happened to be an in-charge in a 

station called Khorof Harar. In Khorof Harar, officers live in tinned houses. They call them 

unihuts. You cannot stay in these houses during daytime. They are too hot. At night, they are too 

cold. They usually house snakes and animals at night. One day when I went to visit cells, I 

happened to see a prisoner just lying down and there was a snake nearby. I was scared. I knew 

the next thing they would not say was that the police had not prepared a good cell for these 

people. They would have sacked me immediately because I had put a person there and he had 

been bitten by a snake. These officers do not choose where to go. They are not represented even 

in the NPSC. The IG and his deputies are the ones who represent police officers there. The 

NPSC uses all its time concentrating on investigating how a police officer acquired a bicycle. 

How police officers live is never considered. The NPSC has never considered how children of 

these officers go to school.  

Police officers started going back to school to get degrees for them to be renumerated 

well. Now, they are even condemned for that. The NPSC is saying that one will not be given that 

extra allowance even with a degree.  How will you motivate the officers to go to school? The 

NPSC is a commission provided in the Constitution to defend police officers and to see how their 

living conditions can be improved. They are saying that if you go to the field and you are shot at 

or disabled, you will not be exempted from paying taxes. These officers do not go to the field to 

protect their property. They go there to protect the lives of Kenyans. We sometimes say that 

police officers are brutal, but these people are frustrated. That is why you see many suicide cases 

in the police force. When a police officer goes to his house which he is sharing with his 

colleague and is frustrated, a small quarrel prompts him to kill the other or himself. 

This House should wake up and defend our police officers. They cannot demonstrate like 

other people. In the Judicial Service Commission (JSC), workers are represented from the 

bottom. You will find magistrates are represented in the JSC. Judges of the High Court and the 

Court of Appeal are also represented. Officers who work in hardship areas like North Eastern are 

junior officers. Nobody cares about them. They are not even paid their hardship allowances. 

They are not even paid their night out allowance when they go outside. These officers trek for 
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kilometres without water. They go to the trenches of the Suguta Valley where even breathing is a 

problem. They do all these things in the name of defending the Constitution, protecting lives and 

property of Kenyans and not theirs.  

Above all, we must understand that these are Kenyan citizens. These are our brothers. 

These are our sisters. We all cry when they die. This House has a duty to protect them. This is 

the only place where police officers can get protection because they follow orders outside there. 

When you are told “move”, you move. When you are told to go to a place, even if you know it is 

risky and you might not come back, you just go there because it is an order. 

I request this House to support this Motion so that these Kenyans can send their children 

to school. What they are paid cannot take their children to school. It cannot even sustain them. 

They are away from their families most of the time because they cannot go with their families to 

these places. They are forced to rent houses outside their stations. The house allowance they are 

given cannot even rent a house.  

With the few remarks, I second. Thank you. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: You are actually seconding. Having seconded and having heard 

from the donkey’s own mouth, I mean the horse’s mouth, I proceed to propose the Question. 

 

(Question proposed) 

 

Now that two Members have spoken, even if they were proposing and seconding, I will give the 

first shot to Hon. Kubai Iringo who is second on the list, for purposes of balancing. The first 

person on the list is actually from the left, so I will come back to him shortly.  

Hon. Kubai Iringo: Thank you, Hon. Deputy Speaker for giving me the opportunity to 

have the first shot on this Motion after the proposer and the seconder.  This Motion is not new in 

this Parliament.  In the last Parliament, we had a similar Motion and I do not know if it saw the 

light of day.  I pray that as we discuss or debate this Motion, it will not be lost in the archives of 

the people who should enact or put them into effect.  

The police force has been the talk of town in this country both positively and negatively 

in many aspects. This is because of the way they have been conducting their business from when 

they are recruited to when they are taken to serve the public in various parts of this county. The 

force has been bedevilled with issues of corruption from the word go.  Any time there is 

recruitment of police officers, the whole country gets full with brokers running left, right and 

centre trying to solicit money from parents who are desperately in need of having their children 

enlisted in the force. At the end of the day, many people lose their money and therefore, once 

one becomes a police officer, he is a product of corruption from the word go.  Even before you 

go to Kiganjo for training, you are already corrupt because you corrupted your way to become a 

police officer.  That is why you find most police officers are not people who are called for the 

job or were willing to go there. It is because they had a relative who had enough money to get 

them there.  Once you find that they are not doing their work properly, it was not their calling, 

they were pushed there. The other angle to look at corruption in the force is, when new officers 

assume duty, they meet their colleagues who have already marred the profession.   They then 

join the trail and the cycle continues.  

The police force is the easiest employer these days because the Government assimilates 

youth every year.  After every passing out parade, another lot of about 10,000 youth is recruited.  

After you go for training, you are immediately employed.  That is why everybody is rushing 

there.  People who are qualified for other professions do not want to go there because if you train 
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as a teacher, upon graduation, you take years before you are employed.  Those who go to any 

technical institute or university for degrees take years before they get employed.  This is an easy 

way to employment and that is why many youths are rushing there. The country should be very 

careful in handling these youths in the force in terms of remuneration, housing and job 

distribution. You find that a police officer who does not know somebody senior at the force is 

deployed in Mandera almost indefinitely or he is taken to the worst corners of this country and 

are not rotated to any other place. Those who have close relatives in the force are brought here in 

Nairobi at the Central Police Station or to police stations near their homes so that they can live 

comfortably.  The rest who do not know anybody, those who join the force from poor 

backgrounds, are taken to a place where they are vulnerable to diseases, or where their lives are 

at risk from Al Shabaab attacks. Nobody will ever bother to take you out, unless you use money 

to get out of that place. Therefore, the force should develop a programme where if you are 

stationed in a remote place for two or three years, you should be due for a transfer without even 

requesting for it. I have constituents who have been languishing in some police stations in North 

Eastern.  One has been there for 15 years and has even forgotten his home and his children are 

wondering when their father will ever come back.  Nobody sees that.  There are those who if you 

transfer them today, after a week, you will see them back because somebody brought them back.  

Therefore, these disparities and the nepotism which is being experienced in the force is 

demoralising most police officers.   

I now want to speak to this Motion which is seeking to establish good housing and 

remuneration.  We are talking of remuneration, but the other week we heard that those who were 

already going to school to improve their qualifications to get better remuneration have had their 

salaries cut already.  The other day I was watching television and I found out that there is an 

officer who receives Kshs161 as monthly pay.  This person has been in the office for 30 days, 

has a family, needs to eat, has children in school and many other requirements. He has also taken 

loans to do other things.  Then, considering all those obligations, he or she is told that the salary 

for the month is Kshs161!  How do you expect that officer to work prudently?  How do you 

expect that officer to be sober enough to serve the public? Since he has a lethal weapon in his 

hand, at any little provocation, he will just point it at you, himself or the crowd.  We have to be 

careful when making these decisions.  

There are police officers who live in a uni-hut like my brother has said. I am sure they 

can hardly sleep at night because of the cold. They cannot stay there during the day because of 

the heat. Where will they stay yet they are not amphibians?  How do you work?  How do you 

become a bodyguard of a Member of Parliament or a Cabinet Secretary when you sleep in the 

cold while your master sleeps in warm blankets? Do you expect them to be very comfortable 

protecting you?  If danger comes, he will duck and you will die.  We have to take care of them 

because they are human beings.  I have put up several police houses in various police stations 

and police posts in my constituency.  Before the construction of a house is complete, an officer 

of the rank of inspector rushes to book its occupation because the house is good. The simple 

constables for whom the houses have been constructed are thrown out and taken back to the uni-

huts.  That is when they turn against their leaders.  

 It is high time we looked at this issue prudently.  Imagine somebody writing a circular 

that somebody who has been maimed in line of duty will not be compensated. There are officers 

who are shot at and injured and so they are incapable of performing their duties. They are then 

told they will not be paid any allowances and yet they will be paying taxes and they might be 

retired.  It is immoral and shameful. Even if you are not as active as you were when you were 
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employed, you should be taken care of and the last person to be abandoned. It is unfortunate that 

you met the predicament while on duty to the nation.  Therefore, the police force needs total 

overhaul. The Kavuludi team is not helping this nation.  They are messing and they are not doing 

good work to this country.  They should sit down and look at this force holistically so that it is 

just not about the force in North Eastern and other hardship areas.  The reforms required include 

aspects such as human resource, housing, medical and so on. That is the time we shall be able to 

bring sanity in the police force and the officers shall be less corrupt and less suicidal. The 

reforms will help reduce the ills bedevilling the police force.  

Hon. Deputy Speaker, I support this Motion and I hope it will see the light of the day 

unlike other Motions that have been brought to this House and I do not know how far they have 

gone.  

I support.  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Very well. Let us have the Member for Lurambi Constituency, 

the Floor is yours.  

Hon. Mukhwana: Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker, I want to appreciate this Motion. In 

my Constituency, Lurambi in Kakamega, we had an issue where a child was murdered. That was 

not the doing of the police, but I saw what the reaction was. I found myself on the side of the 

police even though as a politician, naturally, I should be on the side of the people. Police are 

generally condemned. For every bad thing, the blame ends with them. Our policemen live in 

deplorable conditions. The policemen and police women are human beings. They are just like 

any other Kenyans. They deserve a better place and dignity. When I went to visit the security 

guard assigned to me in his house, I found that he lives with another family together with his 

wife and children and they are literally separated by a curtain. These are young families. You can 

imagine the conditions they live in when they want to have their own wonderful time as a family. 

There is no wall that separates them. Even animals surely have a better place in the jungle.  

I support this Motion fully because we know that in every group of people, we may have 

a few individuals who are not good. Therefore, we cannot do a blanket condemnation of the 

police service and say that police officers are not good people because maybe they have thrown 

teargas at us at one point or another. We cannot say that they do not deserve anything better.  

In this world and country, if we did not have police officers serving us 24/7, where would 

we be? Where would our country be? One of the reasons we have so much corruption within the 

service and some officers picking a little money and going after old mamas who are doing illicit 

brew business is because the amounts on their pay slips cannot sustain them. That is why we see 

rampant corruption. They have to do all these acts because they want to make up. They also want 

to have a life.  

Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker, police officers who serve this country are parents. 

They have children in school. When the Government talks about free education, we as Members 

of Parliament who are parents realise that it is not actually free education. There is money paid. 

When you look at a pay slip of a police officer, you wonder where they get money to send their 

children to school so that their kids can also have a future. That is why I stand on the Floor of 

this House to say, from a practical point of view, having looked at how police officers live, and 

having relatives who are serving in the service, this House needs to support this Motion so that 

we can have our police officers living in good conditions. This is not only happening in North 

Eastern, but I have also seen it in Kakamega when it rains. In fact, on Monday, I was talking to 

the Administration Police Sub-County Commander of Kakamega Central and he told me that his 

house and those of other officers were leaking terribly. It was literally raining in those houses. I 
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also spoke to the County Commander of Kakamega County who told me he had to spend his 

own money to work on a Government house that he was going to occupy.  

Hon. Deputy Speaker, we are the custodians of the people of this country and we speak 

on their behalf. We are their voice. The police out there are bashed. For some reason, I did not 

like them because they were throwing teargas at me. Being a preacher on the other hand, I was 

tempted to say a bad prayer against them. I was telling God how I did not like them, but when we 

face reality, you see how they live with us. When you raise an alarm at night, they respond. 

When I drive from here to Kakamega at night, through Nakuru, Burnt Forest and Kapsabet, and 

it is very cold in Burnt Forest, I find police officers manning the roads at night. You sympathize 

with them. So, we should unanimously, as a House, legislate to improve their welfare.  Actually, 

this is like a bailout because even when I looked at what was coming out that their allowances 

were going to be slashed, I knew we were courting trouble. When you slash their allowances, 

you are simply amplifying corruption. The vice will increase and we will have other criminal 

activities. These people have to survive. How are they going to survive when they do not have 

what they need to survive? Hon. Members, through the Speaker, need to totally support our 

police officers. We should allocate more money for trainings, not just trainings for formality, but 

training that can bring about change. When they continue through their continuous assessments, 

we have to see replication of the same, that we are actually putting in money and we can see their 

code of conduct changing. Some of them operate under a lot of duress. When I meet some of 

them on the road and they know I am a church man, they say: “Bishop, give us something if you 

have some offering from church. Give us something small here.” Being a church man, I do not 

like giving. I like receiving money.  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Order, Bishop. Have you not read that part of the Bible which 

says: “Blessed is he who gives than he who receives?”  

 

(Laughter) 

 

Hon. Mukhwana: Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker, I have read and I preach about it 

very much. When it is about preaching, I really preach about it, but I know that part which talks 

about those who work in the pulpit. It says that those who work at the pulpit shall eat from the 

pulpit. It is a catch-22 situation.  

Hon. (Dr.) Nyikal: I have not heard about it. 

Hon. Mukhwana: Dr. Nyikal says he has not heard about it, but it is in the Bible.  

So, Hon. Deputy Speaker, we also have to think about the welfare of others. Instead of 

blanket condemnation, let us think about how we can improve their welfare and their salaries. 

The SRC should not be thinking about cutting down their salary. Do you ordinarily think of 

bringing down somebody’s wage or increasing it? There is a way you can cut costs but maintain 

somebody’s salary. You cannot talk about scaling it downwards. You have to think about how 

you maintain or take it upward. If you have an issue with the wage bill, then you have to go 

around it and find a way to minimize it.   

As a House, we are the defenders of the Kenyan people. We are their voices. When we go 

out there, obviously, the Kenyan police are not in good books with the citizenry of this country. 

They are accused of, mostly, brutality and corruption.   

To end these things, let us look at the police officers’ welfare, make it lucrative, fix it 

upwards and demand that they change their behaviour. We also want to reduce the suicide 

missions that are rampant in the police service, where people live under duress and stress.  
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 Hon. Deputy Speaker, I support the Motion.  

 Hon. Deputy Speaker: Thank you, Hon. Bishop Khamala. You, together with the 

Member for Turkana Central, who is also a clergy, should find time and talk to Hon. (Dr.) 

Nyikal. He says he has not heard that part of the Bible. You might have to go a little further and 

tell him that you do not use an ox with its mouth muzzled, so that he can be with you.  

Let us have Hon. Kitonga, who is also known as Hon. Maanzo. 

 Hon. Maanzo: Thank you, Hon. Deputy Speaker for giving me an opportunity to 

contribute on this very important Motion.  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Leader of the Minority Party, you will have your time, but did 

you want to speak? Of course, you have the preference. We will give you an opportunity after we 

go to the right. 

Hon. Maanzo: Thank you, Hon. Deputy Speaker. This is a very important Motion. All of 

us here have a police officer taking care of our security. I agree with this Motion. There has to be 

decent housing for police officers. If you go to most police stations, and especially the areas 

described here, you will find that police officers live in horrible conditions. The situation gets 

worse during the rainy season. 

Most police officers have taken their career as a calling and they do a lot to assist other 

Kenyans. It is clear that the Government has to make provisions. This House makes budgetary 

allocations to ensure that the interests of police officers are taken care of, right from their 

training. Nowadays the police service is attracting graduates. 

Recently, a young lawyer from Makueni said she was interested in joining the police 

service. She thought as a lawyer, she would change things for the better.  She thought that she 

would be of great help in terms of intelligence collecting and making proposals from within as to 

the amendments we can consider as a House. That is a young person. I asked her whether she 

was willing to earn the sort of salary that was being paid to university graduates who joined the 

force. Therefore, I encouraged her. I wished that one day she would become the Inspector 

General of Police. There are people who work because of the interest of serving the nation. At 

the same time, there are those who are in the force by default. Their tall relatives corrupted 

someone and they found themselves in the police force because there was no alternative work for 

them. 

We are also informed that the qualifications of police officers range from Standard Seven 

school leavers to university graduates. There has to be a way of harmonising the salary scales 

and the duties of officers, depending on one’s qualification, to make sure that service delivery 

improves. There have been incidences of insecurity blamed on police officers, like the case in 

Makueni County where the residents accused police officers of laxity. In fact, there were people 

who were breaking into cars. One day, a car belonging to a police officer was broken into and 

that awakened the police.  

Police officers can work better if residents share information with the police. The police 

can achieve their goal of preventing crime. At the same time, their welfare is important. 

Recently, in Makueni, a police constable shot dead the Deputy Officer Commanding Station 

(OCS) and fled, leaving behind his riffle. Police officers are armed. They are normal human 

beings who go through stress. Better terms of service, including enhanced remuneration and 

improved living standards, could reduce stress amongst police officers. Also, continuous training 

while at work will help.  

We should also ensure that police officers are transferred fairly, so that a new entrant is 

not posted to the furthest part of the country as those related to influential people are posted to 
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places like Parliament Police Station. Every officer should feel that whatever is happening is fair, 

and that the police force has reformed. With the promulgation of the Constitution of Kenya, 

2010, we have experienced serious developments. The police force has since transformed into 

the National Police Service.  Service is to Kenyans and humanity. I believe it should be so, 

especially now that they have a commission which listens to officers’ complaints and looks into 

their issues. It would be good that through this service, police officers be represented.  We 

recently heard that the salaries of some police officers were to be reduced. When the NPSC was 

questioned, they said that they were harmonising the salaries to ensure that some officers were 

not paid salaries they did not deserve.  

That answer was not satisfactory. We urge the commission to take care of the welfare of 

police officers. The commission should not be a source of frustration for police officers. Many 

Members are aware that police officers were awarded a salary increment some time back, of 

which 9 per cent has not been paid over the years. Where is that money? Who is keeping it? We 

need to find it, as a House, and ensure that proper remunerations are given to police officers, so 

that they can serve this country better. Their lives are at risk at all times. When a crime occurs, 

they combat. The worst situation is where police officers drop out of the force and join criminal 

gangs. Those are the gangs that service police officers fear most because ex-police officers know 

how to use guns very well. They also know how police officers operate. Some of them can use 

modern technology to even access their radio frequencies and become a danger to their former 

colleagues.  

Therefore, we have to treat them well to avoid having many of them exiting the service 

so that they can serve the country. Police officers should have hope of growing in the force and 

attaining the highest level possible. 

Thank you, Hon. Deputy Speaker. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: There is this Member I want to give an opportunity called Hon. 

Lekumontare Jackson, the Member for Samburu East. 

Hon. Lekumontare: Thank you, Hon. Deputy Speaker. I also want to support this 

Motion.  

Police officers have many challenges. When we get problems, we contact them, but we 

notice that they are not even motivated to do their work. Police officers in Arid and Semi-Arid 

Lands (ASAL) have many problems. They are family people and they need to assist their 

families, but if they are not taken care of, they will not manage to take care of their families and 

the security of Kenyans will be compromised.  

In my constituency, we sometimes get a lot of problems with cattle rustlers. Police 

officers are supposed to maintain security, but what will motivate them to do their work? So, it is 

very important. I think this House is supposed to look into the police officers’ welfare. They are 

not taken care of. There is corruption in Kenya because of the poor salaries that are paid to police 

officers and their poor living conditions. They ask for little bribes because they are unable to 

sustain themselves. So, it is very important for us to support this Motion, so that police officers’ 

welfare can be improved. They live in small houses which cannot accommodate their families 

and they are unable to construct good houses for themselves. Therefore, what is the purpose of 

them doing this job? It defeats purpose because they are working but they are unable to sustain 

themselves and help their families. 

It is, therefore, necessary for us to relook into their working conditions. Recently, I heard 

about a policeman who killed his son and tried to commit suicide, but he survived. It is important 
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for us to look into their welfare and see how we can improve it so that the officers can take care 

of their families. I support this Motion because it will enable police officers to serve Kenyans 

better. 

Thank you, Hon. Deputy Speaker. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Very well. Before I give a chance to the next Member to 

contribute, let me recognise in the Public Gallery, pupils from Nyaga Primary School, Gatanga 

Constituency, Murang’a County and Karuri High School, Kiambaa Constituency, Kiambu 

County. In the Speaker’s Gallery, we have Santa Ana Calm Waters Primary School, Ruiru 

Constituency, Kiambu County.  

The Leader of the Minority Party had indicated that he wants to speak, but his card is not 

reflecting. So, as he prepares himself, let me give a chance to the lady, Hon. (Ms.) Mwanyanje 

Mbeyu, Member for Kilifi. 

Hon. (Ms.) Mwanyanje: Thank you, Hon. Deputy Speaker. I rise to support this Motion. 

It is true that police officers have problems. They do not even have salaries, but what we call 

wages because it is less than Kshs20, 000. They are very important Kenyans and we cannot live 

without them. These officers have families and some of them are polygamous and need to take 

care of their children in school. You can find some officers begging for bursaries from Members 

of Parliament to educate their kids.  

I used to condemn police officers for being ranked as the worst corrupt, but now I know 

why. They cannot take care of their families. The kind of houses they live in are pathetic. It is 

police officers who come up with Swahili words such as, “kitu kidogo,” “chai” and “maji.” Once 

I was a victim of this. I was going for a meeting and at a police roadblock, a police officer told 

me, “Mhe, si utuachie maji”. I did not understand their language. I had water in my car and I told 

my bodyguard to give them a carton of water. He started laughing and I did not understand. He 

told me, “Mhe, you did not understand the language.  They do not want water.”  I learnt words 

like, “kitu kidogo” and “chai” from police officers. It is not their fault, but because they are not 

contented.  

We hear very many cases of love triangle and suicide among police officers. Their wives 

are not contented in their houses.  Police officers are never at home and they cannot provide for 

their families. That is why some of their wives have to look for other means of survival. As we 

pity these officers, let the 12th Parliament bring change for them. I understand some Members 

here do not have bodyguards, not because they cannot find one, but because they seem to be a 

burden. You get a bodyguard who does not have a house or food. So, you have to give him 

Kshs1,000 every evening or the following day. I pity some Members who do not have 

bodyguards yet. We have a situation of police officers who cannot take anything home and look 

like beggars. I beg the 12th Parliament to bring change to the welfare of police officers and 

improve the houses they live in. These should not be incentives, but increasing their salaries 

from Kshs17,800 to, at least, Kshs50,000 for them to be comfortable and take care of the many 

Kenyans who need security and their services. 

Thank you, Hon. Deputy Speaker. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: I must confess that is a little lower… We voted and said that the 

Leader of the Majority Party and the Leader of the Minority Party should be given preference in 

speaking. Proceed. 

Hon. Ng’ongo: Thank you, Hon. Deputy Speaker. First, I want to register my 

congratulations and thanks to Hon. Omar Maalim for bringing this Motion which my colleagues 

have been supporting and hailing as a very important Motion. 
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I want to start by saying that Kenya has been hailed as one of those countries with a very 

progressive Chapter on the Bill of Rights. Chapter Four of our Constitution starting from Article 

19 all the way to 59 is on the Bill of Rights. Article 41 of the Constitution which talks about 

labour relations is a right that we all enjoy as Kenyans. However, we must accept that the police 

service is one of those categories of Kenyans, who have been denied, by operation of Article 24 

of the Constitution, the full enjoyment of these rights. They are entitled to reasonable working 

conditions, but cannot form, join or participate in the activities and programmes of a trade union. 

Any Kenyan can go on strike, but the police service cannot and many other rights which other 

Kenyans enjoy. 

The understanding, therefore, was that there must be a way in which as a people we can 

protect this category of Kenyans who serve in the disciplined forces where they are required by 

law not to realise full enjoyment of the basic human rights and the Bill of Rights. I agree with my 

colleagues that we see a lot of things happening to our brothers and sisters who are in police 

service like committing suicide and killing each other. This is because their living conditions are 

deplorable and as a consequence of some failure. I remember in 2008, we embarked on a process 

that was supposed to bring this country back to normalcy. One of the agenda items was Agenda 

Four, which included reforms in the police service. 

As we discuss this Motion which is restricted to police officers working in northern 

Kenya, the failure to recognise police officers and make their lives comfortable is actually a 

consequence of the stalled process on police reforms. We created commissions. In fact, the 

people of Kenya decided to create a fourth arm of Government. We were used to have three arms 

of Government; the Judiciary, Legislature and Executive, but the people of Kenya felt that these 

three arms of Government were not serving them well and created a fourth one in the name of 

commissions.  

We created the National Police Service (NPS), which is chaired by Mr. Kavuludi. You 

will agree with me that as we speak, this Commission is dead. It is not serving this country in a 

way that we expected it to work. I do not know whether Kavuludi is convinced that there is value 

for money that he is giving Kenyans as he sits in that office. That is the problem with us 

Kenyans. You sit in an office even when you are personally convinced that you are not adding 

any value. I would like to tell Mr. Kavuludi and his team that the Commission is such an 

important one. If you realise that you have reached your limit, please, just exit and allow 

Kenyans to look for another person to serve them as envisaged in the Constitution.  

The police reforms have completely stalled. The things that you see happening in this 

country… Sometimes we condemn the police force as a whole, but you should ask yourself: If a 

police officer can take a gun and shoot a university student or someone’s child in cold blood, is 

there not something wrong? I will keep on repeating that there must be something that this 

officer is doing, either he is protesting or there must be something seriously affecting the police 

officer. 

I am happy that the person who is chairing the Departmental Committee on 

Administration and National Security is someone I have a lot of respect for. I know Hon. Keynan 

is someone who is up to the task. He is a sober-minded person. There is this recent problem that 

is facing the police service. The police officers are suffering in silence. Their bosses are so 

arrogant. I watched one of their bosses speaking in the media and I realized that he is dismissive. 

He said, “We have trained 10,000 police officers. It does not matter if 1,400 resign.” That kind of 

attitude is not good. How do you expect the police officers to be motivated to do their work 

when they watch television and see their boss speak like that? 
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I will move to the issue of salaries that has been talked about. If someone has been 

awarded a salary, there is no way you can reduce that person’s salary under the excuse that he 

was wrongly awarded. The person has been paid that salary for some period of time! What is the 

problem? If someone awarded the salary wrongly, it is that person who should be shown the door 

first. We need to see this Kenyan who awarded the police officers salaries illegally. By the way, 

if you are recruiting a graduate into the police force… We encourage that our police service 

should even have more graduates because we want intelligence also. The police service is not 

just about carrying a gun and shooting. That is why sometimes they make mistakes. We also 

need some level of intellect. We need these people to be intelligent.  

They were put in some grade earning them about Kshs36,000. Imagine waking up one 

morning to be told that all this time your salary has been wrongly awarded and that it is being 

reduced from Kshs36,000 to Kshs18,000. After that, you see the chairman of the National Police 

Service Commission (NPSC) talking on television like a very ignorant person – more ignorant 

than an ordinary Kenyan in the street – saying no salary has been reduced only for the police 

spokesman, on the same day, to appear on another television station saying, “We have reduced 

the salary because it was wrongly awarded.” Now between the chairman of the NPSC and the 

spokesman of the police, who is telling Kenyans the truth? We must stop this.  

This bad habit of reducing people’s salary has been brought to this country by the 

Salaries and Remuneration Commission (SRC). I know when it affects Members of Parliament 

every Kenyan claps and hails it. Even if you are my enemy, you cannot have your salary 

reduced. Once you are given that salary, the best that can happen is to maintain it at that point for 

a period of time in order to allow harmonisation to take place. Therefore, you cannot give 

someone a salary and reduce it. Then you get another excuse that there are some people who are 

now being subjected to tax when the law is very clear that any Kenyan who is disabled, including 

a Member of Parliament, is not supposed to be subjected to taxation. Now you start taxing police 

officers who are disabled because there is some corruption within the system. You even start 

taxing people who are genuinely physically disabled! Why do you not continue paying as you 

investigate? Investigation and paying are not mutually exclusive. Sometimes you ask yourself: 

What is wrong with the top leadership of our police service? In fact, the top leadership of the 

police service needs to be retrained. We need to retrain them. We expected the NPSC to vet 

them. They carried out some exercise purporting to be vetting of police officers, but I am not 

sure whether they did a good job. The Independent Policing Oversight Authority (IPOA) started 

very well but along the way, I do not know what has hit them. 

 

[The Deputy Speaker left the Chair] 

 

[The Temporary Deputy Speaker  

(Hon. Omulele) took the Chair] 

 

Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker, allow me to say two more things regarding the 

specifics of this Motion and those police officers who are deployed in hardship and risky areas. 

By the way, most of the police officers we take to these areas are the most inexperienced; those 

who have just come from college. Sometimes you ask yourself whether we take our sons and 

daughters to go and die. This is because you take them there with very limited experience. Why 

do you not take people who are more experienced to these risky areas? Above all, when you take 

these police offices to those areas, one thing that you must do is you must motivate them. I know 
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you cannot pay life. No one can pay life but there is need for proper insurance cover, especially 

for police officers who are being deployed to these risky areas. We need a separate insurance 

cover for the officers who are deployed to those areas. During the period they are deployed to 

those areas, they need clear insurance cover. In the event that they lose their lives, those they 

leave behind – their loved ones – at least can have somewhere to start. 

I conclude by talking about the benefits we give to our police officers. It is important that 

we look at the living conditions and medical cover of the police officers. I ask the Departmental 

Committee on Administration and National Security to do two things. One, it should look into 

complaints that the police officers have registered with regard to their salaries. Two, it should 

look at the NPSC and interrogate it to see if it is still serving the interest of Kenyans and the 

interests of the police officers. 

Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker. I support the Motion. 

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): We shall have Hon. Mohamed Ali, 

Member for Nyali. Meanwhile, Hon. Kathuri Murungi, Member for South Imenti, you are 

proposing an amendment. I would like you to prepare your amendment as Hon. Ali makes his 

contribution. I will give you the next opportunity so that you can propose that amendment. 

Hon. Ali, the Floor is yours. 

Hon. Mohamed Ali: Mhe. Naibu Spika wa Muda, shukrani sana. Naomba nianze kwa 

kusema kuwa naunga mkono Hoja hii kuhusu maafisa wa polisi. Sharti masuala yao yaungwe 

mkono. Nitaanza kwa kusema kuwa dunia nzima imewekeza vilivyo katika usalama wa taifa 

lakini hapa nchini Kenya, sisi tumewekeza katika uhalifu wa kujitakia kwa sababu hatufuatilii 

utaratibu na kanuni zinazohitajika kuhakikisha kwamba usalama wa taifa unapatikana. 

Polisi ni mwananchi. Pia ni raia wa kawaida kama Mkenya mwingine. Kwa hivyo, polisi 

wanahitaji kuangaliwa vilivyo ili waweze kutulinda sisi Wakenya.  

 Pia nitazungumzia masuala kama vile bima yao, vifaa wanavyotumia, nyumba 

wanamoishi, mishahara yao pamoja na marupurupu wanayopata. Maafisa wa polisi wanalipwa 

vibaya mno. Hata askari gongo analipwa zaidi ya afisa wa polisi. Ndio maana unaona nchi hii 

haisongi mbele kwa sababu hatuekezi katika usalama wa taifa.  

Ningelipenda kutoa mifano ambayo ni ya muhimu zaidi, hususa katika vituo vya polisi au 

kambi za polisi. Vile maafisa wa polisi wanavyoishi ni jambo la kuchukiza mno. Vyumba 

wanavyotumia ni vyumba ambavyo aliyeoa na asiyeoa wanaishi pamoja. Huyu ambaye ameoa 

akitumwa safari ya mbali kwenda kuhudumia taifa, kuna mtu anajenga nyumba yake. Ataregea 

kwa hasira na kufanya mambo ya ajabu ajabu kama kuua au kufanya mambo mengine kisha 

tutaanza kupiga kelele na kusema kuwa maafisa wa polisi hawafanyi kazi inavyotakikana.  

Sisi Wabunge twapaswa kuweka mfano bora katika Bunge hili na kuhakikisha kwamba 

Hoja hii imepita na maafisa wa polisi wameanza kulipwa kama maafisa wengine. Tuweke mfano 

bora kwa maafisa wa polisi wanaotulinda ambao wanakaa hapa nje na ambao kunyeshe au kuwe 

na jua kali, wanasimama tu hapa nje wala hawana mahala hata pa kujizuia. Tuanze kwa kuweka 

mfano bora na watu kama hawa.  

Kuna maafisa chapakazi walioumia kwa ajili ya taifa hili. Namkumbuka afisa wa polisi 

Erastus Kirui Chemorei aliyepigwa risasi 21 kule Kitale na ambaye hadi sasa amezikwa katika 

kaburi kama mhalifu ilhali yeye si mhalifu. Ni mtu aliyekuwa akilinda maslahi ya Wakenya. 

Namkumbuka afisa wa polisi aliyemuangamiza jambazi sugu zaidi aliyeitwa Rasta. Yuko 

Eldoret hadi sasa hivi. Ana risasi mwilini mwake. Hadi wa leo, hajapewa heshima wala matibabu 

ya kutolewa risasi hiyo kwa kazi aliyowafanyia Wakenya.  
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Ni nani atakayezungumza kuhusu maafisa wa polisi 40 waliouawa kule Baragoi? 

Nilikuwa pale kama mwanahabari kuangazia masaibu ya maafisa wa polisi. Waliuawa kinyama. 

Hakuna mtu yeyote anayewazungumzia kuhusu maafisa wengine 29 waliouawa kule Kasarani, 

Turkana. Hawa ni watu wa kawaida. Hawa ni Wakenya na ni binadamu. Watu hawa wana 

familia. Hatutakaa tukiimba kila siku kuanzia Januari hadi Desemba tukizungumzia masuala ya 

nyongeza ya mshahara ya maafisa wa polisi. Haifai. Haikubaliki. Hawa ni binadamu ambao 

wana uzito wa kutulinda sisi na taifa nzima.  

Leo, afisa wa polisi analipwa kati ya Kshs15,000 na Kshs21,000. Ukiweka zote kwa 

pamoja - Kshs15, 000 au Kshs21, 000 - atapeleka wapi? Hiki ni kama chakula chako cha 

mchana. Ana watoto na bibi. Hawajui watoto wao wataenda shule gani. Katika kambi za jeshi, 

angalau wamejaribu kuekeza katika elimu na kujenga shule zao. Kambi za jeshi zina shule. Polisi 

hawana. Watoto wa polisi wataenda wapi? Leo, bibi wa polisi akipachikwa mimba atajisaidia 

wapi? Hana bima. Ndio maana polisi anarudi katika ile kauli mbiu ya bima yake - “toa kitu 

kidogo”. Tumeshindwa kutunga sheria ya kuwafikia hao watu.  

Wakati ambapo polisi ni mtu wa maana katika taifa hili, ni wakati ambapo kuna uvamizi 

Kenya. Katika shambulio la kigaidi kule Westgate, maafisa wa polisi walijizatiti wakahakikisha 

ya kwamba wamelinda maslahi ya Wakenya. Maafisa wale wote waliopigana pale katika jumba 

la Westgate bado wana makovu ya upweke, bado hawajalipwa na bado wanatembea na 

machungu kwa sababu hawawezi fikia hospitali. Afisa ambaye amepigwa risasi akipambana na 

mhalifu anaambiwa ajipeleke katika Hospitali ya Kenyatta. Hapewi heshima ya afisa wa polisi. 

Ni kwa sababu sisi hatutaki kutunga hizo sheria.  

Lau kama tungetunga sheria za kuleta mambo ya anasa duniani, tungelikuwa wa kwanza 

kuzipitisha haraka haraka. Lakini sheria ambazo zinahusu maisha ya watu hawa hatufanyi. 

Naomba tuweke mfano na hawa wanaotulinda. Naomba tuwajengee mahala ambapo watakaa 

kwenye kivuli ili mvua ikinyesha wanaweza kujistiri mahali wakitusubiri. Ni lazima tutoe mfano 

kwa watu hawa.  

Leo wafisadi wakubwa na wabakaji wa demokrasia ni sisi Wabunge, Mawaziri na 

viongozi wengine wakubwa wakubwa. Lakini leo, afisa wa polisi wa barabarani akishikwa kama 

amechukua Kshs200, inakuwa ni habari ya dunia. Tunaacha wale walioiba mamilioni ya pesa; 

waliobeba na gunia, waliobeba na mabegi lakini afisa wa polisi anayeiba Kshs200 tu, inakuwa ni 

taarifa za dunia. Kuna sababu ya yeye kuchukua Kshs200. Kwa sababu wewe huwezi kuishi 

Kenya sasa na mshahara wa Kshs15,000 au Kshs21,000, una bibi na watoto na unataka wawe na 

maisha kama ya Wakenya wengine. Hili ni jambo ambalo tunafaa tulifikirie zaidi na tulipitishe 

kwa haraka bila wasiwasi wowote.  

Kuna kitu wanaita Harambee SACCO. Hii si SACCO ya maafisa wa polisi; ni SACCO 

ya matapeli. Maafisa wa polisi wanaekeza pale lakini hizo pesa zinakuwa ni za kushurutishwa na 

zinatumiwa na baadhi ya maafisa wakuu wa polisi wanaowanyanyasa maafisa wadogo wa polisi. 

Hawapati marupurupu ya kazi ngumu au hardship allowance ambayo wanapaswa kulipwa 

wakienda katika sehemu mbalimbali hatari kwa usalama. Afisa atapelekwa sehemu kama 

Mandera au Kainuk kule Turkana na zile pesa ambazo anafaa alipwe kwa siku hawezi kupewa 

kwa sababu zinaingia katika mfuko wa afisa mmoja ambaye anajiona yeye ndiye simba kati ya 

maafisa wengine. Naomba kupendekeza Hoja hii ipitishwe.  

Angalau, nina furaha kama Mkenya kwa sababu tumeweza kufika kiwango cha dunia cha 

afisa mmoja kwa Wakenya 400, ikilinganishwa na miaka ya nyuma ambayo hatukuweza kufika 

kiwango hiki. Kwa hivi sasa, Kenya nzima ina maafisa 80,000 ambao wanalinda Wakenya 
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milioni 45. Kuwapa motisha ni kuhakikisha kwamba wanapata mshahara wa kutosha ili waweze 

kujimudu wao na familia zao ili waweze kutuhudumia sisi Wakenya. 

 Mvua inanyesha kila siku, jua ni kali lakini ukipita katika mabarabara yetu, utapata 

maafisa wamesimama kwa mvua. Hata Kitengo cha Usalama hakiwezi kuwapatia hawa watu 

mwavuli au majaketi ya kuzuia baridi. Ni laana na jambo la kuaibisha na kusikitisha. 

 Nasimama na kusema kuwa wakati umefika wa Bunge hili la 12 kuhakikisha kwamba 

Hoja hii imepita na maafisa wa polisi wamehudumiwa. Tume ya Kavuludi isiwe tu ya vyombo 

vya habari. Iwe ni tume ya kuhakikisha ya kwamba hawa watu wamesikizwa na kulipwa 

ipasavyo. Hawa watu na ni binadamu. Hawana bima. Lazima washughulikiwe ipasavyo ili 

tuweze kuunda taifa nzuri na kuekeza katika usalama kama nchi zingine. Dunia inaekeza katika 

usalama ilhali sisi tunaekeza katika ujinga. Leo, tunavamiwa kiholelaholela. Leo, utampa polisi 

bunduki aina ya bastola ambayo ina risasi 12 na jambazi ana bunduki aina ya AK47 na 

amejihami na risasi za kisasa. Leo, unawatuma maafisa kama hao wapambane na wahalifu 

wakubwa. Wapeeni silaha, vifaa, mshahara, na mambo yatakuwa mazuri. 

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): Hon. Murungi Kathuri, are you 

ready? The Deputy Leader of the Majority Party will have the opportunity to contribute after 

Hon. Kathuri proposes his amendments.  

Hon. Kathuri, proceed. 

Hon. Murungi: Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker for giving me this 

opportunity. This is a very important Motion which touches on the police officers. As you can 

see, Members are touched by the situation on the ground. I want to propose to amend the Motion 

because this problem cuts across the country. It is not only in northern Kenya or in hardship 

areas; it is across the country, including my constituency, which is not in northern Kenya or 

referred to as a hardship area. It would be good if the SRC can look at the issues that police 

officers face across the country. 

Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker, my amendment is on the second last line of the 

Motion. I beg to move:  

THAT, the Motion be amended by deleting the words “who are deployed to serve 

in northern Kenya and other hardship areas,” in the second last line and the last line. 

 We should not specify the region. It should not be in northern Kenya or hardship areas. I 

have discussed with the Mover of the Motion. We are totally in agreement that the welfare of all 

police officers should be looked into across the board, not just in those regions. The reason why I 

am proposing this amendment is because police officers across the board share tents, tin shacks 

and mud houses. Their morale is low all the time. That is why even when you go to discuss 

something with them with a clean mind and heart, they will never be friendly. They share 

houses, the way Hon. Mohamed Ali said. 

 My colleague, who is a police officer, shared his frustrations with me. He shares a tin 

shack with a married man. You know that these people do not go to work at the same time. One 

must leave the House and the other one is left behind. You can also reason what happens when 

these guys are left, because a man and a - I do not want to go into the depth of these issues. 

Sincerely speaking, if this amendment can be passed, it will be a good thing. 

 Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker. 

 The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): Hon. Kathuri, I have not picked out 

the exact words that you wish to leave out of this Motion. Can you be a little clear? 

 Hon. Murungi: Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker, I was explaining that the houses for 

police officers... 
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 The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): Hon. Kathuri, I want the words that 

you would like to be left out but not an explanation. You have made the explanation quite well.  

 Hon. Murungi: Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker, I beg to move that the Motion be 

amended as follows: 

By deleting the words; “who are deployed to serve in northern Kenya and other hardship 

areas” in the 16th and 17th lines”. 

 The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): Hon. Kathuri, the words you propose 

to be left out are “who are deployed to serve in northern Kenya and other hardship areas” which 

are in the 16th and 17th lines. It is clear now. 

 Hon. Murungi: Thank you. 

 

(Question, that the words to be 

left out be left out, proposed) 

 

 The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): Do we have a Seconder? Do we need 

to debate this proposed amendment? What will be up for debate is the amended Motion. If 

anybody has any further amendment, this is the opportunity. Let us have Hon. Jimmy Angwenyi 

to talk about the proposed amendment or any further amendment. 

 Hon. Angwenyi: Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker. Since you have removed 

that final sentence which refers to northern Kenya and other hardship areas, we should also 

delete where the Motion says: “especially those working in northern Kenya and other high risk 

and hardship areas.” 

 The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): Hon. Angwenyi, we have not yet 

passed the proposed amendment by Hon. Kathuri, but you are free to make a further amendment, 

in accordance with Standing Order No. 54(3), so that we can leave out any other words you 

deem are not... 

 Hon. Angwenyi: That is what I am saying. I am saying that we should remove anything 

which refers to any special part of Kenya. It should be countrywide. 

 The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): Would you then wish Hon. Kathuri 

to put it more neatly?  

 Hon. Angwenyi: Yes. 

 The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): Hon. Kathuri, can you assist us in 

that? 

 Hon. Murungi: Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker, what Hon. Angwenyi, our senior, is 

talking about is correct.  

 I beg to move that the Motion be amended as follows: 

By deleting the words, “especially those working in northern Kenya and other high risk 

and hardship areas” in the 17th  and 18th line. 

 The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): Hon. Members, let us deal with this 

proposed amendment by Hon. Kathuri. We should either pass or reject it and then we deal with 

any other amendments that may be moved.  

Hon. Ngunjiri, contribute on the proposed amendment.  

Hon. Martin Wambugu: Thank you very much, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker. I 

have a problem with that amendment. My understanding of this particular Motion is that the 

Mover is asking this House to think about police officers serving in hardship areas. I do not think 

that it is in contention that we need to do something about police officers as a whole. However, 
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that is not what I understand the Mover of this Motion to be trying to introduce. He is saying that 

we need to think about police officers who work in hardship areas. So, if you remove that 

particular aspect and generalise it, we may pass it because we need to do something about police 

officers as a whole. However, this particular Motion says that police officers working in hardship 

areas need salary incentives and adequate decent housing. So, removing the part of “Northern 

Kenya and other hardship areas” is actually changing the entire Motion. We will now be talking 

about the police force as a whole. That is my point. 

 The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): What Hon. Ngunjiri is saying is 

correct. I hope that is the intention of the Mover of the proposed amendment and the owner of 

the Motion. The Mover of the proposed amendment has intimated that he has consulted the 

owner of the Motion. They are in agreement. If that is the case, it is their Motion. They are free 

to deal with it as they wish. If it is your desire that this Motion should apply to the police force 

generally, then we agree with it. 

 Member for Saku, what is out of order? 

 Hon. Dido: Thank you very much, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker. I want to add my 

voice to the contribution of Hon. Ngunjiri. The proposal by Hon. Kathuri changes the purpose of 

this Motion in its entirety. If we are going to go by that, whether the Hon. Member who 

sponsored the Motion agrees or not, as a House, we really want to know what the purpose of the 

Motion was from the beginning. The purpose is very clear. It was to look at the police force in 

Kenya in its entirety, but there are pockets of trouble that lack security. How are we going to 

enhance security? 

 Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker, further to that, I agree with Hon. Ngunjiri that the 

contribution of all the Members who have talked it is about the general problems within the 

police force. We agree, as a House, but if we allow that particular amendment to pass, then we 

shall have changed the purpose of the Motion. 

 Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker. 

 The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): Thank you, Member for Saku. We 

are all in agreement that if the proposed amendment passes, the tenor of the whole Motion will 

substantially change. But that is the business of the House and that is why we will deal with it as 

a House and decide whether we want to change it or retain it the way it was. Therefore, I will 

now have a seconder so that we can move on and propose the Question. 

 Hon. Kathuri, do you have a seconder? 

 Hon. Murungi: Hon. Mabonga will second. 

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): Hon. Mabonga, Member for Bumula. 

 Hon. Mabonga: Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker, I stand to second the amendment to 

this Motion. The reason being, as we look at the police officers, we need to ask ourselves a few 

questions. Is it true that the amendment is capturing all the problems that the police officers face? 

When we talk about housing, is it only a problem in the North Eastern part of the country or it 

cuts across? It cuts across. When we talk about salaries, is it only a problem in the North Eastern 

region or it cuts across? The little allowances that Hon. Mohamed Ali mentioned that are 

probably being siphoned by senior officers apply across board. Therefore, this is something that 

we need to look into and realise that all police officers are affected so that we have an elaborate 

plan, as a House, to see how we can improve the welfare of the police officers. 

 All of us in this House and even those out there come to our places of work because we 

are sure of our security. If our security was not paramount, I am sure none of us would report at 

our work stations. I come from a place where occasionally we make many emergency calls to the 
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police to respond to incidents of thuggery or theft. Some police officers cannot make it to the 

scene of crime because they have no transport which cuts across the police officers. We need to 

agree that lack of means of transport affects all the police officers and so when we look for 

amicable solutions, they should apply to all officers in the security agencies. 

 Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker, I second the amendment. 

  The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): I will give this opportunity to the 

owner of the Motion, Hon. Omar Mohamed Maalim to be the first one to make a contribution on 

the proposed amendment. 

 Hon. Hassan Omar: Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker. At the outset, I am 

opposed to the amendment. The reason is that if we look at the seventh line, the Motion talks 

about officers across the country. North Eastern and other hardship areas have unique problems. 

Problems in Nairobi County are not the ones in Mandera, Turkana or Baringo counties. 

Therefore, if we introduce any change at this point, the spirit of this Motion will be lost. I, 

therefore, object to an amendment to it. 

 Thank you. 

 The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): Let us have Hon. Mbui to make his 

contribution on the proposed amendment. Hon. Mbui, hold on. 

 There was a further amendment to the one that I had proposed. So, I need to propose the 

correct Question. 

 

(Question, that the words to be left out be left out, proposed) 

 

 The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): Let us have Hon. Mbui. 

 Hon. Mbui: Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker for giving me this opportunity. 

I request that in future, considering that I am still injured, when I sit for a long time my foot gets 

swollen, the  Speaker’s Office to be giving me an opportunity to make my contribution after the 

Leader of the Majority Party and the Leader of the Minority Party, then I leave. I have a unique 

problem. 

 I confess that, as we talk about the Motion, I am a victim of police brutality.  I support 

adequately and completely the proposed amendment to the Motion. 

 First, I thank Hon. Omar Mohamed Maalim for bringing a very important and weighty 

Motion to this House. I only want him to note that we are Members of the National Assembly 

and the operating term here is “national” so that we stop looking at problems in our unique areas 

forgetting that they affect the police force all over the country. I just want to make that 

correction. I wish we could all be working with the knowledge that we are doing so for the 

greater good of the nation and not only for police officers in our constituencies or in our regions, 

but even for those working far from us. All of them deserve to be treated better than they are at 

the moment. 

 I want to talk about some facts. I have got these facts by talking much to my bodyguard 

because he and, obviously, all our bodyguards are in the police force. There are certain things I 

have realised. By the time we get them from the police force to come and work for us, they were 

living under deplorable conditions.  

I was told of a very nasty situation where three or four police officers share a house: one 

lives in the first bedroom and the other one in the second bedroom. However, they both share the 

living room because it is a little bigger. In fact, it is divided into two rooms by a curtain. We are 

talking about people with families. Once in a while, people are visited by their spouses. You can 
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imagine a situation where a police officer who has been working for the last six months and has 

not been able to go home because of the call of duty and one of his colleagues is visited by the 

wife. There are some certain calls of nature and so you never know what would happen in the 

middle of the night. The next day, this officer who has a visitor goes out to work and leaves the 

wife with these other three or four officers who have been on duty for six months without a 

break. That is why you hear, every so often, of situations where police officers shoot each other. 

Many times, they kill each other because of issues to do with sexual relations with their spouses.  

It is important that the Government looks into the issues affecting police officers. It is 

important to note that police officers are not allowed to go out to rent houses. If they were 

allowed and paid better, they would have been able to get their own decent accommodation. So, 

they are supposed to stay within designated areas because they can be called on short notice. 

That is also another fact I have noticed.  

The other fact is that salaries of members of the NPS are very low.  

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): Hon. Mbui, are you making a 

contribution generally to the whole Motion or to the amendment? We are still dealing with the 

amendment.  

Hon. Mbui: Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker, I am dealing with the amendment because 

the only thing we have done in the amendment is to pull out a portion which is ‘northern Kenya’ 

but the Motion remains as it was before. I want to be guided. Am I to contribute to the Motion as 

amended or the amendment only so that we can put it to vote? 

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): We have not yet passed the 

amendment. So, we are debating on the amendment. 

Hon. Mbui: Very good. I will go back to where I started and finish there. We are looking 

at the national picture. The problems facing police officers spread across the country and so we 

cannot concentrate on a small area. I support the amendment that allows us to discuss the NPS 

with regard to the whole country, as proposed by Hon. Murungi Kathuri.  

Thank you.  

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): Hon. Members, for us to make 

progress I will put the Question. 

 

(Question, that the words to be left out  

be left out, put and agreed to) 

 

(Question of the Motion as amended proposed) 

 

 We shall proceed with the Motion as amended. 

Hon. Dido: On a point of order, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker. 

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): Hon. Rasso Ali, what is out of order? 

Hon. Dido: Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker. I rise on Standing Order No. 

54 on amendment to Motions once they have been moved and discussed. In this particular case, 

Hon. Kathuri said they have discussed with the Mover of this Motion. Like I said in my last 

contribution, this amendment changes the thrust of the original Motion. If we say we will go by 

that, then I feel that Hon. Kathuri should bring his own Motion for us to debate in this House and 

then at some point the two Motions can be combined. Although we will debate this amended 

Motion, our debate will be in futility because the Motion has been drastically changed and it is 

completely a different Motion.  
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Thank you. 

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): Hon. Saku, I do not see what was out 

of order because this is the business of the House. These Motions are owned by this House. You 

can amend them at any time according to the Standing Orders. At any time before the Question is 

put, any amendment can be made. That is exactly the procedure we have followed here. That 

being the case, we shall have the contributions now on the Motion as amended and the first 

Member on the request list is Hon. Atandi Onunga, Member for Alego Usonga.  

Hon. Atandi: Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker. I rise to support this Motion 

as amended. North Eastern is very unique. My knowledge about the police - I talk to a lot of 

police officers - is such that when junior police officers are in a problem with their bosses, they 

are normally posted to North Eastern Kenya because it is considered a hostile environment even 

by the officers themselves. This is a very special region. Most importantly, North Eastern is also 

the entry point for the dreaded Al Shabaab. When they want to move into Kenya, they go 

through North Eastern. In my opinion, we need to make a special case for North Eastern Kenya 

for the reasons that I have cited.  

Police officers have been abused in this country by the regimes that we have seen. During 

the last elections, we saw police officers being used to harass, maim and kill opponents of the 

regime. This has extended even to the leadership of the police itself. Since the promulgation of 

the new Constitution in 2010 and the creation of the NPSC, there have been attempts to 

professionalise the police force. I was surprised during last year’s election that the Chairman of 

the NPSC was also involved in campaigns; a man who is supposed to supervise this very 

important Commission charged with protecting the lives and property of Kenyans. This House 

needs to fast-track the police reforms. The Leader of the Minority Party who spoke earlier 

intimated that the process of police reforms has somehow stalled. I would like to call upon His 

Excellency the President of the Republic of Kenya and His Excellency the Rt. Hon. Amollo 

Odinga to fast-track the police reforms so that this country can have a police service that can 

attend to the challenges of insecurity in this country.  

I would also like to join my colleagues who have said that the police need to be accorded 

proper housing. One of the aspects of the police reforms is the welfare of the police officers. We 

have police officers who take care of us and most of the time you find that you have to go deep 

into your pockets to ensure that they are also safe, well rested and well fed. This clearly needs to 

be the work of the Government and this House to ensure that it is done. Presently, the NG-CDF 

takes care of some aspects of security. I propose in reference to the police housing that the 

Budget and Appropriations Committee considers placing additional resources on NG-CDF so 

that we are able to take care of the police housing within our constituencies. Presently, I know 

most Members have attempted to address the challenges facing the police in their various 

constituencies by way of allocating part of the limited resources that we have within the NG-

CDF. If we could make a special provision for the police from the resources within the NG-CDF, 

specifically to take care of the police housing, then, in a way we would be addressing this 

challenge of police welfare. 

Otherwise, it will be in vain to continue to pass Motions in the House which, in most 

cases – I really doubt whether they get the attention they need – are not looked into.  We are 

seeking to address some of the issues we raise here. That is an issue that I also wanted to check 

and see whether these things will work. For the immediate results, let us as a House find a way 

through which we can ensure we address the challenges of police housing and welfare to the 

level of the constituencies. In this respect, we will make some progress. 
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As it is, I do not think the Government is doing what it takes to ensure the challenges 

facing the police and the police service are being addressed. 

I support this Motion. The challenges of the police are everywhere in this country. Right 

now, as you may be aware, the police are somehow on a go slow. In my constituency, for 

instance, you will find that the police are not being responsible for the challenges of insecurity. 

There are certain sections of my constituency where reports have been taken to the police about 

theft, robbery and many other cases in the constituency, but the police’s response and attention is 

lacking. One of the ways to address and motivate the police across the country is to ensure that 

we address some of these challenges that we have – housing, welfare, resources, wages, et cetera 

so that we can have a police force that can respond to the needs of Kenyans. 

Lastly, I would like to see a police force that is not political; a police force that does not 

answer to the whims of those in power; a police force that will be resistant and would not be very 

fast to maim and be used to kill supporters of the opponents. Then, we will be having a country 

that is really addressing the needs of Kenyans. The Constitution does not envisage a police force 

that is working contrary to what we expect. 

Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker. I support. 

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): Very well. Let us have the Hon. 

King’ara Ng’ang’a, Member for Ruiru. 

Hon. King’ara: Ahsante sana Mhe. Naibu Spika wa Muda, kwa kunipa mwanya 

kuchangia Hoja hii muhimu kuhusu kazi ya askari wetu hapa nchini. Sitasema mengi kwa vile 

wenzangu Waheshimiwa wamegusia. Nitagusia mawili matatu ili niwape wengine nafasi 

kuchangia pia. La muhimu ni kwamba ukiangalia idadi ya wale askari wanatufanyia kazi, haswa 

viongozi, wanakaa maeneo duni sana. 

Isitoshe, idadi ya askari wanaotufanyia kazi ni haba mno. Nimesema hapa mara kwa 

mara kwamba tuko zaidi ya watu 500,000 katika eneo langu la Ruiru. Idadi ya askari 

wanaotuchunga Ruiru ni 153. Ukiangalia hicho kitengo, utapata askari mmoja anachunga watu 

zaidi ya 3,000. Hata kama anataka kufanya kazi, itakuwa vigumu kufanya kazi vilivyo. Ndiposa 

tunawalaumu. Lawama kwa askari iko juu kuliko kazi yao. 

Pili, kwa sababu ya uhaba wa hawa askari, itabidi watumikie wananchi, utakuta askari 

anafanya kazi usiku na mchana. Wakati anafanya hii kazi, hatembei mikono mtupu; huwa 

amebeba bunduki ya kilo kumi au zaidi. Naskia wengine wanasema amesomeshwa kufanya 

hivyo. Lakini, mwili ni wa binadamu. Tuheshimu hiyo. Hata kabla hatujaongea juu ya makazi ya 

askari wetu, wacha kwanza tuangalie wanafanya kazi wakitumia kiwango kipi cha utu. Hilo ni 

jambo litaleta usawa wa hawa askari kutufanyia kazi na sisi kufanyiwa kazi na wao. Labda hilo 

ndilo jambo linagusia hawa askari kutumia bunduki kiholela. Nafikiria imetokana na hasira. 

Hawa ni binadamu. 

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): There is a point of order. 

Hon. Kirima: I stand on a point of order over the contribution by my fellow Member of 

Parliament as relates to the work of the police. There is a special training a police officer attends. 

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): Hon. Kirima Nguchine, under what 

Order are you making a point of order? 

 

(Laughter) 

 

Hon. Kirima: Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker, it is Order…. It is a point of 

information. I want to inform my learned friend that he is triangulating on a wrong point. 
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The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): You stood on a point of order yet 

you are making a point of argument. Let him make his contribution. You will have an 

opportunity to make your point. 

Hon. King’ara: Asante sana Mhe. Naibu Spika wa Muda kwa kunikinga kutokana na 

wingu hilo. Nitaendelea. 

 

(Laughter) 

 

Nilikuwa nasema hivi, nitarudia ili asikie vizuri kwa sababu hili ni jambo muhimu. 

Linahusu binadamu kama mimi. Nimesema askari, hata kama wameenda chuoni, kufunzwa na 

kufanya utafiti kuhusu afya yao na ni nini wanaweza kubeba, wanastahili kula vizuri. Kama eneo 

la kufanyia kazi halitoi nafasi ya kukaa na kuwa na afya nzuri, atawezaje kufanya kazi? Labda 

sikufafanua vizuri. Hilo ndilo fafanuzi langu. 

Naomba tusichukulie hili jambo kwa mzaha. Hapa nje ya Bunge hili, mtu anayengojea 

kunisaidia kufika kwangu, kwa nyumba, kwa kuwa nitatoka hapa saa moja usiku, ni yule askari 

atanisindikiza. Kama riziki yake ni mbaya, roho ya kunitunza iko wapi? Kwa hivyo, hata kama si 

kuongeza mshahara, ni vizuri tuangalie hawa askari wetu watakaa vipi ili wapende kazi zao na 

nchi yao. Hata kama sitatoa matamshi yale yataleta uzito kuonyesha sababu ya kuangalia 

mjadala huu na kutafuta njia mwafaka ya kukaa na askari wetu, tafadhalini, watu wengine 

wachangie tupatie askari wetu nafasi ya kukaa vizuri na kufanya kazi vizuri. 

Nilifurahia wakati kuliletwa mabadiliko kidogo na Mheshimiwa mwenzangu pale 

aligusia kwa kusema kuwa hata kama kuna maeneo yameumia zaidi, shida iko Kenya yote kwa 

jumla. 

Hivyo, ni sisi na wale wako hapa, kabla kuisha kwa mjadala huu, waendelee kuchangia 

na kuona wameleta yale  mambo muhimu yawezayo kuleta uwiano katika maendeleo na usalama 

wa nchi yetu. 

Asante. Nachangia na ninaunga. 

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): The Hon. Dr. Nyikal. 

Hon. (Dr.) Nyikal: Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker, for giving me this 

opportunity. 

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): Proceed. I see Hon. Lomenen has a 

point of order he wishes to raise. Hon. Lomenen, Member for Turkana South? 

Hon. Ekomwa: It was not a point of order. It was one way of catching your eye. 

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): Oh, you wanted to catch my eye? I 

know you have a lot of interest in this. Hon. Nyikal, proceed. 

Hon. (Dr.) Nyikal: I rise to support this Motion. I want to say something that was said by 

Hon. Iringo earlier. We have these Private Members’ Motions every Wednesday and throughout 

the year and throughout the five-year terms. Very few of them are implemented. We need to look 

at this as a House and see whether it is time well spent. 

We have the Committee on Implementation. Before we even really blame the Executive, 

we must ask what our Committee on Implementation is doing. This same Motion or a very 

similar one has been in this House before. If the Committee on Implementation was working, we 

would have expected that what has been passed is implemented. A schedule of the Motions that 

have been approved by this House should be prepared so that when a Member prepares a Motion 

similar to another one that has been approved; he can be told that a similar Motion has been 

passed. Therefore, we can instead push for its implementation. That is extremely important, 
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otherwise, we might be using Wednesday mornings for our constituents to see that we are 

contributing. We should do more than that.    

I support this Motion because the problem of the police, as captured in the amendment, is 

actually across the country. It is as if we do not realise how important police officers are in our 

lives and in the life of the nation in terms of internal security. In my mind, they are more 

important in maintaining internal order and dealing with internal threats than the other armed 

forces that deal with external threats. External threats may occur once in a while, but internal 

security problems occur almost every day.  I think we need to address that aspect.  

 Without the police, we cannot have governance. We cannot even try to fight corruption, 

if we do not have a police force that is working. Who will investigate all the matters that come? 

If we have a police force that is not contended, it is a waste of time. Even in our economic 

development, if we do not have internal security, people cannot invest or go about their daily 

business activities. Obviously, investors will not come to our country. So, we must start to see 

the police as a very important agency in our country. We must appreciate their role in the general 

governance, development and economic prosperity of the country. If we do not see it that way, 

we will not address the problem.  

We seem to have realised this because while making the new Constitution, we 

restructured the police services. We established the National Police Service and gave it the 

Inspector-General with two deputies to be in charge of the general duty police service and the 

Administration Police Service. We created the National Police Service Commission because we 

thought that the day-to-day running of police activities in terms of service, promotion and 

salaries would be under the service. We have a whole Commission in place, but nothing has 

changed. We even said there will be an oversight. We created the Independent Policing 

Oversight Authority (IPOA). How have we benefited from all these institutions?  

The most important aspect of any institution or organisation is the human resource that 

carries out its functions. If the welfare of police officers is not taken care of, all these other 

reforms will not take us anywhere.  I need not to repeat. The salaries are paltry. The allowances 

are not even the same. If you look at the police officers that we work with, and the police officers 

that are working as security to other officers in Government, there is a difference. They are not 

being treated the same. If you look at the housing conditions of police officers all over the 

country – I do not want to repeat – people are having gory examples, but those are the realities. 

They make it look like fiction to us, but that is the reality for police officers. People living in the 

conditions that have been described here cannot be psychologically stable. So, it is not surprising 

that every now and then, we hear of police officers turning their arms on themselves or their 

bosses. I do not think we should try them without testing whether they are mentally stable. It is 

because of their living and working conditions. How can we trust people with arms yet we know 

that they are so frustrated? They are not psychologically stable.  

During the 2015/2016 Financial Year, a lot of money was set aside in the Budget to take 

care of the issue of housing for police officers. To date, we do not know what happened or why 

the houses were not built. New police lines were to be established but to date nothing has 

happened. The current problems are that there may be errors in payment of some police officers, 

but there are regulations on how deductions should be made. You cannot make deductions until 

it becomes impossible for people to live. These are things that can be done gradually until the 

amounts due are fully recovered. We are doing this to a force that has very limited labour 

relations flexibilities. They cannot go on strike; they cannot join any labour union or 

demonstrate.  This is a frustration we must not visit on police officers.  
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 I do not have to belabour this point but just to say that the Executive has to look into this 

issue. The police reforms we started must be taken seriously, so that we have a police force that 

is contented in order to ensure that they serve Kenyans well. We should create an environment 

where we see the police as a service to us, and not some sort of enemy to us.   

With those remarks, I support.  

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): Hon. Members, we will try to 

balance the requests on both sides of the House. We shall now have Hon. (Ms) Cheruiyot Jesire, 

the Member for Baringo, who will be followed by Hon. Mohamed Kolosh from the other side of 

the House.  

Hon. (Ms.) Cheruiyot: Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker. I rise to support 

this amendment because police officers who are giving us security are undergoing a lot of 

trouble in this country.  

The Motion about pay-cut, which was discussed and I hope to contribute to it, is illegal 

but the amendment that has been proposed has enlightened us. It shows that it is not only in 

northern Kenya where police officers suffer. I come from Baringo, which is also a hardship and 

high-risk area. Recently, we heard of police officers being killed as they were serving Kenyans – 

when they were taking exams to schools in Kapedo. So many officers have died while pursuing 

cattle rustlers, but nobody has been talking about them. I can tell you that police officers go 

through a lot. There are people we have sometimes thought they were just kept there to do what 

they are doing. It is like they are not civil servants.  

While I was working with the Civil Service in the Ministry of Health, we used to be 

categorized. Those of us who worked in hardship areas benefited in getting some incentives or 

risk allowances as compared to those who worked in non-hardship areas.  The same should apply 

to police officers because they are serving this nation. They cannot be civil servants directly, but 

the service they give is about humanity. I support the amendment to the Motion which seeks to 

remove the specific part of this country. We can now look at officers who are deployed in all 

parts of this country. 

Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker.  

  The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): Very well. Hon. Kolosh, the Floor is 

yours. 

Hon. Mohamed Ahmed: Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker. I know it is easy 

for all of us especially the political class to condemn police for their brutality and the way they 

handle some of our activities, especially demonstrations. It is true that we cannot condone 

behaviour of police officers. Instead of protecting lives and properties, they do not turn out to be 

any better than the hooligans who attack us. We saw county commanders of police throwing 

stones at demonstrators. That said, the conditions of the police and especially those in hardship 

areas are pathetic. All schools in Wajir County are closed. This is not because there are no 

schools, children or absence of teachers, but because of insecurity.  

Last month, we debated how we can employ locals and special teachers for areas that not 

everybody can go. This probably informs us why we need special incentives not just for the 

police, but for all the professionals who serve in those hardship areas.  

As a country, we have tried to meet the United Nations (UN) requirements of the ratio of 

one police officer to 450 persons, but we concentrated a lot on the quantity instead of the 

qualities. We employ over 10,000 police officers every year. How do we train, arm, equip, 

protect and house them? Those are important issues that the Government has overlooked. It is 

important if we have protection, housing and salaries of all officers reviewed. That is what we 
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should aim at. We do not want to zero down on certain areas, but we must also appreciate the 

diversity of this country. It is just a month ago that an entire police station was deserted and the 

police officers ran away for their lives not because they feared their attackers, but because the 

terrorists who attacked the station were more equipped than them. This is actually something that 

is worrying. The station was manned by seven people and the attackers were over 50. The 

officers were carrying AK-47 guns while the terrorists were carrying sophisticated weapons. We 

must arm our uniformed officers in general to enable them protect us and our boundaries. We 

cannot assume, as a country that all will be well when the terrorists who attack everyday have 

known the capability of our officers and are attacking us right, left and center, without fearing 

our officers.  

Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker, of course, there are cultural issues that affect the 

morale of our officers, especially when their dignity and how they feel is not looked into. I, 

therefore, support this Motion and urge this House without discriminating and without seeing 

that we are supporting one part of country more than the other, that the Government expedites 

this housing and salary increments and stops threatening graduate officers.  We know graduate 

officers might not all fight in the field but we should also encourage them with their intelligence 

and stop the notion that their salaries will be deducted. I, therefore, rise to support this Motion.  

Thank you.  

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Omulele): Hon. Lomenen, the Floor is yours.  

Hon. Ekomwa: Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker for giving me this 

opportunity. I stand to support this Motion as amended. I came when it had already been 

amended. Kenya is not the same but the fact remains that we are seeing the conditions of the 

police force. Before I mention about housing and salary, there are things that are not in order. 

Some of those police officers do not have adequate uniform. They do not even have enough 

boots. Most of the weapons they have are defective. If the weapon you have is defective, how 

will you actually protect Kenyans? Most of them do not even have uniform and weapons that can 

even protect them from harm. In other nations, the most important people are the police because 

they provide security for more than 450 citizens. If you are providing security to citizens who 

most of them are rich, tall and short and have everything they need while you do not have 

enough salary, uniform and housing, then where will you get that spirit? If your own conditions 

are unfair and your own salary cannot sustain you, then how will you manage to protect 

civilians? Police force has been given many bad names including corrupt and many more. It is 

not their problem. Let us take an example of Members of Parliament. The reason why most 

Members of Parliament are not in this House is because some things are not in order. Maybe they 

have problems in their own constituencies or personal problems which they would like to attend 

to because they are also human beings. The same thing happens also in the police force.  

Hon. Speaker, I wonder what is happening with the Salaries and Remuneration 

Commission (SRC). We need to be critical as Members of Parliament. Every time SRC is given 

opportunity to review salary, they only deduct them. I have never heard of a situation where they 

have increased salaries. I think SRC has mistaken the word “review” to mean “reduce” because 

they are good at reducing salaries. We have to analyze very well and tell them the word “review” 

means to increase and not reduce. Kenyans have suffered because of SRC.  

I have police officers in my area, northern Kenya. I want Hon. Members to understand 

that officers working in northern Kenya are really suffering. Most of the areas there are very 

insecure. The communities living there and Al Shabaab are well informed and trained. They can 

kill anyone anytime. They know the terrain of that place. So, when you take someone’s child 
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who has been living in Nairobi to northern Kenya or a place like Turkana, he or she is killed. We 

need to motivate officers who have decided to go and serve Kenyans in such areas. That is why 

they leave the police force and join Al Shabaab because they get paid well. They go there and 

become suicide bombers. 

So, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker, we are all protected by the police, even us 

Members of Parliament. If we do not provide incentives to our own bodyguards, they might turn 

to be our enemies. I am talking about our bodyguards, but what about the other ordinary 

Kenyans? Police officers have very poor housing in those areas we are talking about. Even the 

Government arms are not secure. This is because they are kept in semi-permanent houses. The Al 

Shabaab could easily attack and take guns. We are telling the Government to secure its weapons 

before it secures the police officers. Why does the Commission employ professional Kenyans if 

it does not have enough money? The reason why we go to school is so that we can acquire skills 

and improve on our careers. Those officers with degrees and have decided to join the police 

force are not desperate. In the police force, we need people who are informed. For someone to 

write a statement for an MP, they have to be informed. He or she must have papers. But why 

should you underpay them? So, for us to ensure that police officers are motivated and they offer 

services to Kenyans in the right manner, they must be paid adequate salaries, probably, even 

more than that of MPs. There is no problem with that because there has even been clamor to 

have MPs’ salaries reduced. Let it be reduced to their satisfaction. We do not care because we 

are sacrificing. We did not come here because of salary. We are here out of sacrifice and to 

represent our people. 

 So, I urge the Executive to stop corruption. It is better we secure funds and ensure we pay 

police officers enough salary and provide them with adequate housing, uniform, water and 

electricity. This is because they are human beings. Before they protect other Kenyans, let them 

be protected, motivated and empowered. If we do not empower them, how will they serve other 

Kenyans? They are the implementers of our law and so, they bring order. If they themselves do 

not have order, how will they bring order in the nation? If they do not have enough salary, 

housing or uniform, then it means their house is not in order. How will they bring order in a 

nation if they are not in order themselves? It is in order for us to agree as a House, whether under 

affirmative action or on humanitarian grounds, police officers serving in hardship areas… Even 

those in Nairobi are very insecure because all the criminals are in Nairobi. You will find those 

working in Nairobi being insecure 24 hours. We have lost officers just near here not even two 

kilometers away. We need to provide adequate salaries to police officers.  

So, I urge Members of Parliament and the Executive, for order to be in this nation, let us 

improve the living conditions of the police officers, especially those serving in hardship areas 

because they have been losing lives all the time.  

I support. 

 

[The Temporary Deputy Speaker 

(Hon. Omulele) left the Chair] 

 

[The Temporary Deputy Speaker 

(Hon. Mariru) took the Chair] 

 

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Mariru): Thank you very much. Let us have 

Hon. Nguna, Member for Mwingi West. 
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Hon. Nguna: Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker for giving me this 

opportunity to contribute to this Motion. I thank Hon. Maalim for moving this Motion. It is very 

important and I urge Members to support it because I know majority of us here have got relatives 

working as police officers. We have visited them in their houses and have seen the conditions 

under which they live.  

We are not only requesting for housing for the police officers. We all know their salaries. 

Imagine a policeman earning a gross salary of Kshs47,000. It is peanuts considering the life 

standard in this country. So, other than housing, their salaries need to be looked into. One of the 

President’s Big Four Agenda is housing. That being the case, our President and Government 

ought to incorporate housing for policemen in that perspective. I know majority of policemen 

will need to improve their working conditions. I have visited so many police stations and their 

working areas are not good at all. They do not even have access to electricity! 

I would like the House to request the Government to ensure that where there are police 

stations and camps, there must be electricity. We all know that they also experience a lot of 

challenges. Immobile police cannot enforce law and order and so we need vehicles for them. I 

know we have vilified them many times, but they are doing a lot of corruption because of the 

peanuts they earn. 

So, I support this Motion and thank you very much. 

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Mariru): Very well. Hon. Deputy Leader of the 

Majority Party, you look quiet… 

Hon. Angwenyi: Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker for… 

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Mariru): Order, Hon. Deputy Leader of the 

Majority Party! Are you saying you actually spoke to this Motion? 

Hon. Angwenyi: No, I have not spoken yet. 

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Mariru): You spoke on the amendment? It is 

fine if you spoke on the amendment and not on the substantive Motion. So, then you have the 

Floor. 

Hon. Angwenyi: Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker for giving me a chance to 

contribute to this Motion. Police officers are among public servants who are poorly paid and 

maintained. I had a chance to visit a relative of mine who lives in some tent near the country bus 

stop. I found that he was staying with his wife and another officer who also has a wife in that one 

roomed tent. So, two policemen were living with their wives in the same room. So, at times, they 

may have to compete on how they perform.  

Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker, what a horrible situation to be put in! Just imagine that 

in that room where you are staying, Angwenyi is brought there with his wife to stay with you. 

Will you be a husband? Will she be a wife? These days, most of the police officers are young. 

They are not like Angwenyi. When you go away, they may be attracted to the other young 

person and, therefore, mess up homes. 

 A policeman earns Kshs17,000 per month and a house allowance of Kshs3,000 per 

month. Where in Kenya can you get good accommodation at Kshs3,000 per month? Where in 

Nairobi or Mombasa for example? You cannot even get a bedsitter because it goes for more than 

Kshs10,000 per  month. So, it means you use all your salary and the so-called house allowance to 

get accommodation for your family. How will you feed them? 

 Hon. (Ms.) Wanyama: On a point of order, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker. 
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 The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Mariru): Order, the Deputy Leader of the 

Majority Party! Hon. Janet Member for Trans Nzoia, you seem to have an intervention. What is 

your point of order? 

 Hon. (Ms.) Wanyama: On a point of order, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker, I wanted 

to catch your eye. 

 The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Mariru): That is not the way to catch the 

Speaker’s eye. You should not use the intervention button. 

 Hon. Angwenyi: This problem is countrywide. I know that those people who are sent to 

hardship areas have additional problems. There is a countrywide problem of poor remuneration 

and accommodation for police officers. Whether in Nairobi, Kisii, Murang’a or elsewhere, they 

are getting a very raw deal. The Salaries and Remuneration Commission had reduced our 

salaries. I wish they had given that amount to the police so that they could be better remunerated. 

 In current times, with the inflation and high cost of living, a policeman should not earn 

less than Ksh50,000. If he is not housed, he should not be given less than Ksh20,000 for housing. 

Then we can look at their activities. Sometimes, when a policeman tells you nisaidie na chai, he 

really means it because he does not have money. If you give him Kshs100, he feels happy 

because it can make a difference in his life for that day. Do we want to subject those people to 

those kinds of conditions? Those are the people who give their lives to save the lives of Kenyans 

and die on our behalf? 

The police force maintains peace in the country and if we subject them to those dire 

conditions, will they defend us? We say the police force is corrupt. What do we expect when we 

pay somebody Ksh3,000 for housing and house rent is more than Ksh10,000 per month? He will 

have to look for other ways; he is a human being. This country is developing quite fast and for 

the development agenda to be achieved, we must remunerate and take care of our police force. 

We have security officers who are assigned to most Members of Parliament. They have to 

provide for their accommodation because they cannot afford using their salaries. 

I know areas like North Eastern, parts of Baringo, Turkana, Pokot and Mt. Elgon are 

special cases. We should approve this Motion and the MP should prepare a Bill which we will 

pass and ask the Committee on Implementation to follow up.  You know we have power to do 

that. The Budget can be brought here and when we see the allocation to the police force is not 

adequate, we can return it to the National Treasury and tell them to speak with us first before 

bringing it back here. I am sorry to say this as the Deputy Leader of the Majority Party. But, we 

must take care of Kenyans and especially our police officers who take care of the security and 

safety of Kenyans. 

With those few remarks, I beg to support. 

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Mariru): Hon. Members, you will all get a 

chance. I will be fair to both sides of the House, considering the time one has come, gender, 

seniority as well, and those who have not spoken for a while among many other things. I will 

make sure I am as fair as possible. Hon. Martin Owino. 

 Hon. Martin Owino: Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker. I will be very brief 

because most Members have alluded to what I was going to say. As a new Member, what 

worries me most is that most Motions passed here are never implemented. This is because we 

debate and those who are affected, like in this case the police force, are looking up to this House 

to help them with what they go through. However, it is oxymoron to expect police officers to 

maintain peace when they do not have peace within themselves and where they live. In fact, even 
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transport for them is a mess. Most of the times, they borrow cars from other departments in order 

to discharge their duties. 

 I tend to agree with Hon. Angwenyi that, maybe, the Budget and Appropriations 

Committee can help us on this one because I wonder what percentage in the security docket is 

the police service. This is very important for us. I know the activity concerning the other armed 

forces may include Al Shabaab and other areas. But, most of the security work is done by the 

police officers. We need to look into this and why it is not implemented. Allow me to say that in 

my constituency of Ndhiwa, I am trying as much as I can to use my little NG-CDF to renovate 

and build more houses for police officers. If there is no channel of funds for this activity, then we 

should increase NG-CDF so that we can help. This is because when things go wrong in our 

constituencies it is the MP who is asked, including the police officers, who look up to MPs for 

help. So, this will be another avenue to help them if the other one is a big animal. Let us use this 

channel so that we can help our police officers.  

I tend to disagree on the issue of corruption. Anybody who can take Kshs200 illegally 

can also take Kshs200,000 or Kshs200,000,000. In fact, poverty is not a licence for corruption. 

There is an old woman who was the poor of the poorest, but she donated two coins. As much as 

their conditions are deplorable, it is also fair to say that we have to get rid of corruption in the 

police force. We have to stand for this as a House to make sure it is done. For those who are 

talking about hardship, it is not only anchored on harsh weather, insecurity and others. To me, 

hardship for the forces is enshrined in living standards and equipment. In fact, sometimes, when 

you go to a police station, even the chairs they sit on are full of cockroaches because they are not 

maintained.  

Their welfare is important to us. I tend to believe that this can also go to the education of 

their children and giving them proper medical cover as well as appropriate insurance, especially 

for those who are in high risk areas. All police officers are facing different risks and therefore, 

we have to look into their insurance as well. Lastly, I would like to donate some of my time to 

Hon. Were, but I do not know whether that works here. Let the Committee on Implementation 

look into this so that today’s debate becomes the last debate for the police officers once 

implementation is done. 

I support this Motion. Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker. 

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Mariru): Very well. Shall we have Hon. 

Florence Mutua, Member for Busia. 

Hon. (Ms.) Florence Mutua: Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker, for giving 

me a chance to contribute to this important Motion. I stand to support it.  

A police officer’s first order of business is to serve and protect. Police officers play a 

very central role in the law enforcement system. They monitor criminal activity, respond to 

emergency calls when necessary, investigate crimes and even testify in court as and when 

necessary. That said, police officers are human beings and we have seen the structures that they 

live in. I cannot even call them houses because they are just structures. Police officers need the 

basics. They need a decent house over their heads. They need decent houses where they can have 

a quality family environment. Most of all, they also need a decent salary. 

Police officers protect us, but who protects them and their families? You have seen the 

structures that police officers sleep in. I said I will not call them houses. Some of them even 

share the structures. You will find three or four officers sharing one structure. For example, if 

one of them has a spouse, that becomes a psychological torture for the rest of the officers. 

Overtime, it becomes very dangerous for the officer who shares the structure with those other 
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officers. We need the police officers’ incentives to be seriously considered. They should be 

reviewed also to motivate them. Those people who have studied human resource management 

know that if you motivate staff, they work even harder. If you motivate police officers, they will 

work harder for this country. They will stop demanding kitu kidogo from suspects. They will 

even stop taking little monies from the traffic offenders and stop destroying criminal evidence. 

Sometimes, they do that for money purposes. Some of the police officers even work with 

criminal gangs. They will stop all those things if they are given the motivation to work for this 

country. 

We, as a House, need to be serious when it comes to the issue of discussing Motions or 

Bills. Once they are discussed, can we follow them and ensure that they are implemented? We 

should stop being a House of kusema na kusema. We need to be a House of kusema na kutenda. 

Can we ensure that we follow up those issues so that the Motion on police officers and any other 

Motion that is tabled in this House is implemented? 

Lastly, the police officers in any country – I am speaking of Kenya here – need to be 

independent. They need to be a police force that works for the people of the country, and not for 

the current regime that is there to use to kill and throw teargas at supporters of the Opposition. 

They need to work for the people so that the people can also be motivated as we do right now, to 

fight for them. 

I support this Motion. As I have said, let us ensure that what we have discussed here is 

fully implemented. The police need to live in decent houses and be paid good salaries so that we 

can motivate them. 

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Mariru): Can we have Hon. (Ms.) Nyaga 

Nkatha, Member for Tharaka Nithi? 

Hon. (Ms.) B.N. Nyaga: Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker, for giving me 

this opportunity. Before I contribute to the Motion, I would like to support the sentiments of my 

colleagues – that, we need to implement the Motions we have been passing in this House. I 

remember very well in the last Parliament we had almost the same Motion. I do not know what 

really happened. So, we should be implementing every Motion that is passed by this House.  

In supporting the Motion, my colleagues earlier on said that Kenya is different. I agree 

with that. But I want to say that a police officer in northern Kenya is the same as a police officer 

in Nairobi. They need to be treated and remunerated in the same way. They need to have houses 

and not structures, as Hon. Florence has said. Those people live in pathetic situations. Some of 

them stand on the road for seven hours. Whether it is raining or sunny, he is there throughout. He 

has nowhere to sit and nothing to eat. When you see them walking on the road, even the dressing 

and the berets they have on their heads are weather-beaten. You cannot know if it is black or 

white. The shirts they put on are supposed to be blue, but their colour has changed. Why can we 

not now look after those officers? The officers we are talking about are in the junior ranks. They 

have nobody to look after them. They protect the 50 million Kenyans. Who is going to protect 

those officers? It is the laws we make in this House that will protect those officers. We need to 

remunerate them properly because some of them stagnate in one grade for more than 20 years. 

What happens? Why really? 

Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker, you must be surprised that those who were attached to 

the Independent Electoral and Boundaries Commission (IEBC) in the last elections have not 

been paid to date. If they are paid, that money does not reach the junior officers. Where does that 

money go? Then we say that those officers are taking Kshs200 or Kshs300 from anybody on the 

road. Why should they not take? We need to tell the senior officers and their bosses that they 
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need to give them what is required of them. We are talking of the junior police officers who 

protect us and who are supposed to protect our properties. We are talking of building our 

economy. We cannot build our economy when our security is not properly taken care of. This 

security is taken care of by the junior police officer who is supposed to be taken care of properly. 

He is supposed to be housed by the Kenya Government. He is supposed to have a decent bed and 

is also supposed to have his children going to better schools. Even if they are given the same 

salary as mine, I would not mind. Let them get proper allowances whenever they are working. 

I support and thank the Member who brought this Motion to the House. 

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Mariru): As I said, I will give chances. It is 

good for you to understand that I have to do quite a bit of considerations. 

Next is Hon. Were Ong’ondo. 

Hon. Were: Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker, for giving me the opportunity. 

I wish to contribute in support of the Motion. Like any other worker, one needs to be motivated. 

The police officer needs very good insurance cover for their safety. A police officer needs a very 

good salary and proper housing. Actually, I visited an Administration Police camp in my 

constituency, and I was surprised until it forced me to look for some funds. This is because three 

families were sharing one room. We should even start from Parliament, which most of the 

Members can see. Just go to the gate of the National Assembly. You see when it rains and 

Members are coming in, the police officers there are rained on as they open the gate for us. 

When it is hot, they are exposed to a lot of heat. So, I urge the management of the National 

Assembly to start by putting up a shade so that our security officers are well covered. 

Secondly, we are the beneficiaries of security. Even the Kshs22,000 allowance that the 

National Assembly pays them is so little. Sometimes, they are in the remote areas and they need 

to go and check on their families in town. So, an improvement should start with us. There have 

been frustrations and the Government has not done very well. During demonstrations, I saw 

police officers deployed from Lamu to contain demonstrators in Nyanza or Nairobi. After that, 

they slept in their vehicles. They did not even have clothes to change. Such people can turn 

against you. We want a comprehensive programme from the Government, in which these 

officers are treated like any other employee. If we do that, we will be assured of our safety.   

Police officers are also parents and we need to encourage them by putting up very good 

houses for them. They also need to produce other Weres in future. You cannot bring up a Were if 

you are trying to do so in a non-conducive environment. I support the Motion. I wish the police 

officers would behave. Today, we are in solidarity in supporting their welfare. When it comes to 

discharge of duty, we want them to serve Kenyans with a lot of dignity and neutrality so that we 

get quality performance. We want them to be paid well. 

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Mariru): I was to give a chance to Hon. (Ms.) 

Chebaibai and many others. I am informed that the Mover has to be called to reply. There is 

normally a very gracious occasion where the Mover donates some of his minutes to colleagues. 

Because of time, I will call upon the Mover to reply. If he is gracious enough, he can donate 

some of his minutes to his colleagues. Let us have Hon. Omar. 

Hon. Hassan Omar: Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker. I will give two 

minutes to Hon. Jeremiah. 

Hon. Lomorukai: Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker. I will start by thanking 

my colleague, Hon. Omar for giving me the two minutes. I come from a constituency where 

insecurity is quite high. Policemen in Turkana County, and particularly in Loima where I come 

from, live in very inhumane conditions. They face a lot of challenges including the transport 
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element. I do not think the lower cadre officers get training for them to even understand the right 

methods of gathering intelligence from within the constituency and without.  

I want to join my colleagues in asking this House to consider giving the police adequate 

housing this time round. In my constituency, I have prioritised construction of police housing 

through the NG-CDF. Because security is our function, we should increase the allocation for 

security under the NG-CDF so that we can help the police officers to build their houses and 

many other things. I will only say a few things because of time. 

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Mariru): Just to give you guidance, Hon. Omar, 

when you donate minutes, allocate a very short time because you also do not have a lot of time.  

Hon. Hassan Omar: I will give an opportunity to Hon. Pamela, Hon. Ombaka, Hon. 

Ruweida, Hon. Otiende and Hon. Sunkuiya... 

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Mariru): Hon. Omar, you only have five 

minutes. Be sure even if you are donating minutes. 

Hon. Hassan Omar: I will give an opportunity to Hon. Pamela, Hon. Ruweida, Hon. 

Otiende, Hon. Wanyonyi and Hon. Tandaza.  

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Mariru): It looks to me like a one-minute 

donation. 

Hon. (Ms.) Ochieng: Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker and Hon. Omar for 

giving me this opportunity. I will be very brief because much of what I had intended to say has 

been said by my able colleagues. The only issue that I wanted to raise in less than one minute is 

that, to be honest, the entire police force in this country is suffering. I come from Migori County. 

Along the border of Kenya and Tanzania, we have very few police. There is no housing at all. 

The level of crime is also sophisticated. The salaries of those men and women need to be 

increased to attract capable minds that can counteract the nature of criminals that we are 

witnessing in Kenya today.   

I support the Motion. 

Hon. (Ms.) Obo: Asante, Mhe. Naibu Spika wa Muda kwa kunipa nafasi hii ambayo 

nimeitafuta kwa muda mrefu. Ningependa Wabunge wajue kwamba ukitetea askari wa eneo 

Bunge lako au jimbo lako, yule askari kesho atakuwa Lamu. Huwezi kumlipa sawa askari aliye 

Nairobi na askari aliye Lamu katika Boni Forest. Huwezi ukamlipa sawa askari ambaye ako 

Gamba Police Station au Kiangwi na askari ambaye ako Nairobi. Tusitetee kwamba hao askari 

watabaki pale pale. Hawa askari kawaida wanahamishwa. Itakuwa si sawa. Itafika wakati askari 

watakataa kwenda kule. Kuna wengine wanakataa hata wako tayari kuacha kazi kwa sababu ya 

kupelekwa sehemu kama Lamu. Lazima wapewe posho… 

 

Hon. F.K. Wanyonyi: Thank you so much. First of all, the policemen should be 

respectable, disciplined and ethical because we are passing this Motion. I urge my fellow 

Members that what we should do now is use our NG-CDF, like I have done, to build houses for 

them. We can then pass this Motion and ask the Salaries and Remuneration Commission to 

review the salaries of our policemen. That is all we want to do. Use our NG-CDF to do that, but 

then SRC should review the salaries of our colleagues, brothers and sons in the police force. 

Hon. (Dr.) Otiende Amollo: Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker, I support this Motion 

with a small rider. 

 First, it should apply nationally. The police are guided by the National Police Service 

Commission so it is national. The hardship of the police knows not the hardship areas only.  
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Second, the NPSC has failed and that is why this Motion has been tabled. It is their duty 

to negotiate with the SRC for the salaries in terms of both the hardship allowance and proper 

housing. May this Motion be forwarded to them so that they can properly undertake their duty 

and wake up from their slumber. 

Hon. (Ms.) Ombaka: Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker for giving me this 

opportunity. As we talk about the police force and its weaknesses, we are dealing with the basic 

needs of the police, namely, their human rights. They have a right to housing, good employment, 

salaries, food, clothing, education and everything else. Because that right is there and not many 

people want to become policemen because their image is so wrong… There is a lot of violence 

within the police force itself because policemen are killing themselves and their families. Their 

frustrations are everywhere. They cannot live a better life because they are frustrated by the 

whole system.  

 Lastly, I belong to the Committee on Implementation. Somebody asked why we do not 

follow up what we pass in the House. I will take it up with my Chairman to ensure that we 

follow it up. 

 The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Mariru): Order, Hon. Omar. You have one 

minute and you need to reply now. 

 

(Laughter) 

 

 Hon. Hassan Omar: Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker. I want to take this 

opportunity to thank all the Hon. Members for accepting that the police officers play a very 

critical role in Kenya. I also want to thank you for accepting that the National Police Service 

Commission and the Salaries and Remuneration Commission should provide salary incentives 

and adequate decent housing for police officers.  

 I also want to take this opportunity to put the National Police Service Commission on 

notice that they should do what Hon. Otiende has said. They should take their work seriously and 

negotiate for the welfare of police officers in Kenya. 

 Thank you very much. I beg to move. 

 The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Mariru): Order, Hon. Member. You are not 

moving. I gave you an opportunity to reply. 

 Hon. Hassan Omar: Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker, I beg to reply. 

 The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Mariru): Thank you very much. Hon. Members, 

we shall pend putting the Question on that particular Motion. It will be put in subsequent time.  

 

(Putting of the Question deferred) 

 

 Next Order! 

 

MOTION 

 

DESIGNATION AND GAZETTMENT OF AREAS AND STREETS 

FOR DEMONSTRATIONS AND PICKETING 

 

 The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Mariru): Hon. Simon King’ara, you have the 

Floor. You have a maximum of 20 minutes. 
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 Hon. King’ara: Thank you, Hon. Temporary Deputy Speaker, for guiding me. I beg to 

move the following Motion: 

THAT, aware that Article 37 of the Constitution guarantees every person 

the right, peaceably and unarmed, to assemble, demonstrate, picket, and present 

petitions to public authorities; noting that there is need to guarantee that the 

enjoyment of rights and fundamental freedoms by any individual should not 

prejudice the rights and fundamental freedoms of others; noting that 

demonstrations and picketing in cities and major towns in the country, particularly 

in Nairobi, Mombasa and Kisumu have on many occasions resulted in 

destructions, loss of lives and property, public disorder, and creation of an 

unfavourable business environment; noting that the rights and freedoms are not 

unconditional because the Government has a duty and responsibility to ensure 

maintenance of peace and public order, and protection of the rights, life and 

property of all its citizens; this House resolves that the Government should 

designate and gazette specific areas and streets for demonstrations and picketing 

with a view to ensuring that individuals enjoy their rights and freedoms as 

enshrined in the Constitution without infringing on the freedoms and rights of 

others. 

 Thank you very much for giving me this opportunity to expose what happens when we 

are demonstrating and picketing out there. I want to notify this House that between January 2017 

and November 2017, people in this country demonstrated 175 times. Half of last year, 2017, we 

were busy either demonstrating or picketing. What is the issue about this? The demonstrations in 

Kenya are characterised by violence and that is known. When there is violence, people are armed 

with guns, crude weapons and slings, which are very popular here. There is looting and mugging 

everywhere. There is also destruction of property and lives are lost. One of our Members of 

Parliament was injured here in the morning. It happened within an area where demonstration was 

taking place in an orderly manner. 

 What is the effect in our country when we are demonstrating and picketing in a manner 

that is not in order? Those are the effects. I want to give an example of the tourist industry. When 

we block our roads, close international airports, people do not go to work and schools do not 

operate because teachers are at home, sick people do not go to hospital because one is trying to 

fight for his or her right, does the one who fails to attend his or her normal duties lack rights? 

That is the question. It is high time we sobered up. Look at what happened just the other day, our 

leaders portrayed maturity when they greeted one another and created order in this country. What 

is the responsibility of this House? It is to come up with rules and regulations which should 

adhere to what our leaders are portraying. If it is left out there, we will run astray. 

 The economy of this country relies on tourism. When we block our airport, visitors do 

not come. Our hotels are also affected. We have noticed hotels recording zero admission. A good 

example is Wild Park Hotel in Laikipia. It has recorded zero admission in many occasions 

because somebody is trying to fight for his or her right. We lose a lot of money for this country. 

Impala Park in Kisumu was almost closed because somebody was fighting for his or her right. 

We should be orderly when we are doing what the law allows.  

People have lost lives. Article 27 of the Constitution allows everybody right to life. Why 

should an innocent individual lose his or her life because I want my right? It is not fair. There is 

too much destruction when we are out there running up and down. We come to this House to 

fight for budget for development, especially for our roads. But when we are demonstrating, we 
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burn our tarmac which is very expensive. We lose those roads. We also uproot our railway lines 

and billions of taxpayers’ money is spent on the same. This is not fair.  

 We are complaining about street lights. We have just finished discussing a security 

matter. This officer wants to work when there is light. Somebody vandalises the same light as he 

or she is trying to look for his right. Are we being fair to ourselves? We are not. When we block 

the airport or the port, let us remember they are used by foreigners. 

May I come closer home. Let us assume that somebody is going abroad. You have paid 

for your expensive ticket because you are going to the United States of America. If you are two, 

a wife and husband, you spend Kshs400,000 and then people block the road because of their 

rights and you miss the flight. You have paid that country that money and you have to pay again 

because the plane has left you. You have robbed yourself and your country because of trying to 

fight a simple right which you would have done in an orderly manner. It has reached a time when 

we should have order when we are demonstrating or picketing for our rights. As we demonstrate, 

we should remember what happened to Kasarani Stadium. A very expensive stadium was 

vandalised and things were stolen in a single day in the name of someone looking for his or her 

rights. We need order and it is through order that we and the economy will benefit. 

 The private sector should not be left un-considered when we are trying to look for our 

rights. Just the other day as we were seated here, Cardinal Otunga Plaza was vandalised behind 

our backs and yet we are law makers. Are we making any law? We need to have order. How do 

we have that order? We should come up with designated areas for picketing and demonstrations. 

If we do that, we will be at par with people in the developed world who are orderly.  

 From that talk, did anyone take stock and quantify what happened as we were running up 

and down? It is important to have a glance and see what happened. Allow me to read some 

statistics to expose what happened and what we should stop doing. 

 Trends and Insights for Africa (TIFA) was busy looking at the negative effects that 

occurred. It wrote a TIFA, 2017 Report that can be found in the library or elsewhere. It recorded 

that for the finance sector, a single bank lost Kshs166,722 every day. That is quantifiable; it is on 

record and it can be referred to. A newspaper vendor, when we demonstrate or picket, does not 

work. What is the effect of that on them? Each vendor loses Kshs10,000 per day. The Report 

goes ahead to show the effect of a demonstration on a boda boda individual. On average, they 

lose per day when they are prevented from working. That is because we have blocked roads 

doing all sorts of things. Hawkers, another strong part of the economy of this country, lose 

Kshs3,000 every day when we demonstrate and prevent them from working. 

 An average hotel in the CBD loses around Kshs150,000 per day when they close as a 

result of demonstrations. The food rots and people cannot get in to eat. Before I leave that, let me 

indicate what happens to the FOREX bureaus where we go to change our currency. They lose 

Kshs60,000 on average. There is a more worrying one here. When the 8th August 2017 

presidential elections were nullified, in a single day, the Nairobi Securities Exchange was 

affected. It lost Kshs50 billion that day. That is captured on record. We can see what we have 

done to our economy. Can we be orderly? Yes, we can. 

 That is a tabulation of who was affected by the demonstrations. What is the emerging 

total? Allow me to quote again. Capital Markets Authority Report of 2017 is well known. It says 

that we lost Kshs900 billion in total in a single year and yet, we are crying as we try to look for 

Kshs200 billion out there. We lost almost a trillion! Are we not shooting ourselves in the foot? I 

leave the answer to this honourable House. 
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With respect to Article 37, let me pose another question. Can we do our business? That is known. 

Again, has anybody else tried to do business? The answer is yes. What happened? Let us pick 

one example - the United Kingdom, our good role model. When they found out that they were 

not benefiting when running up and down haphazardly, they came up with a law in 2005. One 

cannot demonstrate or picket around Parliament, Downing Street, Palace or Westminster or any 

other area which would hinder the wellbeing and development of that country. It is on record. 

You can Google it. Are they doing better? The answer is 100 per cent yes. I heard the other day 

that even if you say sorry 1,000 times, it remains one. They are now benefitting. Maybe, one 

would wonder: Was it only that? Allow me to give an example of Mr. Tan Kin Lian, a CEO in 

Singapore. When that country refused to respect the private sector, those people went to the 

Speaker’s corner and picketed there for days. That was just the other day, in 2008. They picketed 

until their cry was heard. Sobriety came and their economy started to grow. What is the economy 

of Singapore? I leave that answer to hon. Members.  

Sweden is another one. In Sweden, they have put laws and regulations on what to do at 

designated places. One of it is the designated area for picketing and demonstration. It is high 

time we got order and did things soberly, with a spirit of togetherness.  

Spain and Italy are other good role models. The list continues. Maybe one would ask: Is it 

happening in Africa? The answer again is yes. What do we do? We go to Uganda. What is 

happening in Uganda, our neighbour and a small country? In Uganda, there are areas where you 

cannot demonstrate or picket. Go to the Parliament in Kampala. You cannot demonstrate or 

picket there. They have left that place for the entire country to operate normally. What are they 

doing to their international airport? You cannot go to block the road heading to Entebbe 

International Airport. You cannot picket there. You allow the country to move. 

In the High Court where all the country’s matters and affairs are carried out, you cannot 

demonstrate or picket there. All those countries have been able to do the same. Why have we 

been left behind? Have they lost because of being orderly? They have not lost. If anything, they 

have gained a lot. What I have talked about does not infringe Article 24 of the Constitution, 

especially paragraphs (d) and (a). Those paragraphs give room for other individuals’ rights to be 

protected. It is high time we went back and thought of how we can protect our economy and the 

people so that we can live in harmony. This will happen if we allow areas of demonstration, 

picketing and doing all manner of things which affect our economy and people.  

I know people may think that it is not in order to restrict. However, it is through 

restriction that we get order.  For instance, I cannot come without my tie in this honourable 

House.  It is an order which has been borrowed from elsewhere and it is working.  Let us borrow 

orders and regulations.  Even our Constitution and Standing Orders are borrowed from elsewhere 

and they are working and are doing well to us.  I think it is in order for this House to humbly 

accept my request and support this Motion so that we get soberness and order.  

With those few remarks, I beg to move and request Hon. John Paul to second.  

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Mariru): Hon. John Paul, you have two options 

because time is up.  You have the option of standing and bowing and, therefore, the Motion will 

have been seconded, but you will retain the opportunity to speak when the Motion comes next. If 

you stand and bow, the Motion will be seconded, but your right to speak to the Motion will be 

retained. The other option is, if you do not second, the Session ends and we pick up next time.  

 

(Hon. Mwirigi bowed) 
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The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Mariru): Hon. Members, that Motion is moved 

and seconded.  

 

(Hon. Kigano stood up in his place) 

 

 Order, Hon. Kigano! 

 

(Question proposed) 

 

ADJOURNMENT 

 

The Temporary Deputy Speaker (Hon. Mariru): Hon. Members, the time being 1.02 

p.m., this House stands adjourned until today at 2.30 p.m. 

 

The House rose at 1.02p.m. 

 

    

  

 

 

 

 

 


